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COBORDISM MAPS IN EMBEDDED CONTACT HOMOLOGY
JACOB ROONEY
Abstract. Given an exact symplectic cobordism (X,λ) between contact 3-manifolds
(Y+, λ+) and (Y−, λ−) with no elliptic Reeb orbits up to a certain action, we de-
fine a chain map from the embedded contact homology (ECH) chain complex of
(Y+, λ+) to that of (Y−, λ−), both taken with coefficients in Z/2Z. The map is
defined by counting punctured holomorphic curves with ECH index 0 in the com-
pletion of the cobordism and new objects that we call ECH buildings, answering
a question of Hutchings.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we answer a question of Hutchings on the foundations of ECH:
given contact 3-manifolds (Y±, λ±) and an exact symplectic cobordism (X,λ) from
(Y+, λ+) to (Y−, λ−), how can we define a chain map from the ECH chain complex
of Y+ to that of Y− by counting J-holomorphic curves? We answer this question
when (Y±, λ±) have no elliptic orbits up to a certain action L. Namely, given the
above setup and assuming that (Y±, λ±) have no elliptic Reeb orbits up to an action
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L, we define a chain map
ΦX,λ,J,c : ECC
L(Y+, λ+, J+)→ ECC
L(Y−, λ−, J−)
by counting J-holomorphic curves in the completion X̂ and new objects that we
call index 0 ECH buildings. Here, J± is a generic almost complex structure on
the symplectization R × Y±, J is a generic almost complex structure on X̂ that
is compatible with J+ at the positive end and with J− at the negative end, and
c is a choice of auxiliary data that is explained in Definition 1.4.3. We show in
Theorem 1.5.3 that ΦX,λ,J,c is a chain map and is independent of the choice of c.
The definition of ΦX,λ,J,c relies on some new developments for holomorphic curves
in the L-supersimple setting of Bao-Honda [BH1, BH2] and Colin-Ghiggini-Honda
[CGH1, CGH2, CGH3], and we restrict our attention to that setting throughout the
paper.
ECH is isomorphic to both Heegaard Floer homology and Seiberg-Witten Floer
(co)homology (see [KLT1, KLT2, KLT3, KLT4, KLT5, CGH1, CGH2, CGH3]), and
the latter isomorphism was used by Hutchings-Taubes in [HT3] to define maps
induced by exact symplectic cobordisms between contact 3-manifolds. However,
a definition of such maps that involves counting J-holomorphic curves has proved
elusive. Chris Gerig has given a construction in a specific case [Ge], and Hutchings
has given an example where one must take into account multi-level SFT buildings
[Hu3, Section 5].
In Sections 2 and 3, we give appropriate background information for ECH and
the evaluation map defined by Bao-Honda. In Sections 4 to 7, we discuss the de-
tails of these new developments. In Section 8, we prove the main result of this
paper, namely, that ΦX,λ,J,c is a chain map. The remainder of this section is an
outline of the paper, culminating in the definition of ΦX,λ,J,c; see Theorem 1.5.3 and
Definition 1.5.2, which depend on some auxiliary definitions in this section.
This paper is a heavily revised version of the author’s doctoral thesis [Ro], from
which portions of this work have been excerpted.
1.1. The L-supersimple setting and filtered ECH. We begin with a discussion
of the L-supersimple setting. Recall that the action of a Reeb orbit α on the contact
manifold (Y, λ) is the integral A(α) =
∫
α λ, while the total action of an orbit set
α is the sum A(α) =
∑
α∈α
∫
α λ.
Definition 1.1.1. A contact form λ on a smooth 3-manifold Y is L-supersimple if
every Reeb orbit with action less than L is non-degenerate, hyperbolic, and satisfies
the conclusions of Theorem 2.5.1.
Our chain map is defined on the level of filtered ECH, defined as follows. Let
(Y, λ) be a non-degenerate contact 3-manifold, and let J by a generic, compati-
ble almost complex structure on R × Y . Let L > 0 and consider the subgroup
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ECCL(Y, λ, J) ⊂ ECC(Y, λ, J) generated by orbit sets α with total action less
than L. Every non-degenerate contact form can be made into an L-supersimple
form by a small perturbation. That is, for any L > 0 and ε > 0, there is a positive
smooth function f on Y that is C1-close to 1 such that fλ is L-supersimple. Fur-
thermore, if fiλ is Li-supersimple for i = 1, 2 and L1 < L2, we can ensure that the
set of Reeb orbits of f2λ with action less than L1 coincides with the corresponding
set of Reeb orbits for f1λ, i.e., that there is a natural inclusion map
ECCL1(Y, f1λ, J) →֒ ECC
L2(Y, f2λ, J).
See [BH1, Theorem 2.0.2] and [CGH1, Theorem 2.5.2] for details.
We can reconstruct ECH(Y, λ, J) from these filtered groups in the following way,
as described in [CGH0, Theorem 3.2.1]. Let {fi}
∞
i=1 be a sequence of positive smooth
functions on Y with 1 ≥ f1 ≥ f2 ≥ · · · and such that fiλ is Li-supersimple for
some sequence {Li}
∞
i=1 of positive real numbers with limi→∞
Li = ∞. Then there is a
canonical isomorphism
ECH(Y, λ, J) ≃ lim
i→∞
ECHLi(Y, fiλ, J).
Thus, it suffices to define the chain map ΦX,λ,J,c on each level of the filtration
ECCLi(Y, fiλ, J), where there are no elliptic Reeb orbits. We do not lose any
generality in assuming that the contact forms on Y± are L-supersimple aside from
the need to assume invariance results of Hutchings-Taubes [HT3].
1.2. The ECH index inequality. The first of our developments is an improve-
ment to the ECH index inequality in the L-supersimple setting. On one-dimensional
moduli spaces, the inequality is in fact an equality and gives information about the
topology of punctured J-holomorphic curves that violate the ECH partition condi-
tions. One can also show that the improved equality is an equality for generic curves
with higher Fredholm index using the evaluation map from Section 3. The inequal-
ity is implicit in the work of Hutchings [Hu2]. Gardiner-Hind-McDuff give a similar
improvement in [CGHD], and Gardiner-Hutchings-Zhang recently showed that the
improved inequality is an equality for generic curves [CGHZ]. The advantages of
the L-supersimple setting are that (1) the extra term in the improved inequality is
given by a simple formula that involves only the multiplicities of the ends of the
curve, and (2) the analysis required to prove generic equality is greatly simplified.
The starting point for our improved inequality is Hutchings’ ECH index in-
equality from [Hu2]: If u is a somewhere injective J-holomorphic curve in a sym-
plectization R× Y , then
(1.2.1) I(u) ≥ ind(u) + 2δ(u),
where δ(u) is a non-negative count of singularities of u.
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Definition 1.2.1. Let u : Σ˙→ R× Y be a punctured J-holomorphic curve asymp-
totic to an orbit set α at the positive ends and to an orbit set β at the negative
ends. We say that α is the positive orbit set of u, that β is the negative orbit
set of u, and that u goes from α to β.
Definition 1.2.2. Let Γ+(u) denote the set of embedded Reeb orbits in the positive
orbit set of u (i.e., forgetting their multiplicities), and let Γ−(u) denote the set of
embedded Reeb orbits in the negative orbit set of u.
Definition 1.2.3. The ECH deficit of u at an orbit γ ∈ Γ+(u) is defined
as follows. If γ is negative hyperbolic, suppose u has ends at (covers of) γ of
multiplicities q1, . . . , qn, ordered so that the first k ends hove odd multiplicity and
the last n− k ends have even multiplicity. Then
∆(u, γ) =
k∑
i=1
(
qi − 1
2
+ i− 1
)
+
n∑
i=k+1
(qi
2
− 1
)
If γ is positive hyperbolic and u has ends at (covers of) γ of multiplicities q1, . . . , qn,
then
∆(u, γ) =
n∑
i=1
(qi − 1).
The ECH deficit ∆(u, γ) for γ ∈ Γ−(u) is defined similarly.
Definition 1.2.4. The ECH deficit of u is
∆(u) =
∑
γ∈Γ+(u)
∆(u, γ) +
∑
γ∈Γ−(u)
∆(u, γ).
Theorem 1.2.5. If J is generic and u is a somewhere injective J-holomorphic
curve in a symplectization, then
(1.2.2) I(u) ≥ ind(u) + 2δ(u) + ∆(u).
Equality holds if A(α) < L and ind(u) = 1.
1.3. Degenerations of one-dimensional families in cobordisms. The next
development is an analysis of possible degenerations of one-dimensional families of
punctured holomorphic curves in exact symplectic cobordisms, which we discuss in
Section 5.
Let (Y±, λ±) be L-supersimple contact 3-manifolds and let (X,λ) be an exact
symplectic cobordism from (Y+, λ+) to (Y−, λ−). Let J be a generic, L-simple,
admissible almost complex structure on the completion (X̂, λ̂) that restricts to L-
simple, admissible almost complex structures J+ and J− on the ends [0,∞) × Y+
and (−∞, 0]× Y−, respectively, of X̂ .
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Notation 1.3.1. Let α and β be orbits sets in a contact manifold (Y, λ). We denote
the moduli space of J-holomorphic curves u from α to β in R×Y± with ind(u) = p
and I(u) = q by Mp,qR×Y±(α,β).
Let (X,λ) be an exact symplectic cobordism from (Y+, λ+) to (Y−, λ−), let α be
an orbit set in (Y+, λ+), and let β be an orbit set in (Y−, λ−). We denote the moduli
space of J-holomorphic curves u from α to β in the completion X̂ with ind(u) = p
and I(u) = q by Mp,qX (α,β).
Let α and β be generators of ECCL(Y+, λ+, J+) and ECC
L(Y−, λ−, J−), re-
spectively. Consider the moduli space M1,1X X
1(α,β) and let M
1,1
X (α,β) denote its
SFT compactification as described in [BEHWZ]. We denote an SFT building in
∂M
1,1
X (α,β) by [u−a] ∪ · · · [u−1] ∪ u0 ∪ [u1] ∪ · · · ∪ [ub], where a and b are positive
integers, the levels go from bottom to top as we read from left to right, the levels
with negative indices are in (R × Y−)/R, the level u0 is in X̂ , and the levels with
positive indices are in (R× Y−)/R.
Theorem 1.3.2. The points in ∂M
1,1
X (α,β) are two-level buildings of the form
[u−1] ∪ u0 or u0 ∪ [u1], where ind(u0) = 0 and ind(u±1) = 1. Let γ denote
the negative orbit set of u+. When γ is a generator of the ECH chain complex
ECCL(Y±, λ±, J±), we have I(u0) = 0 and I(u±1) = 1, and both levels are some-
where injective. When γ is not a generator of ECCL(Y±, λ±, J±), the buildings
occur in pairs unless they are of the form u0∪ [u1] and the following conditions hold:
(1) u1 is somewhere injective;
(2) u0 is multiply covered;
(3) I(u1) > 1 and I(u0) < 0;
(4) each Reeb orbit in γ has multiplicity 1 except for finitely many negative
hyperbolic orbits γ1, γ2, . . . , γk with multiplicities n1, n2, . . . , nk, respectively;
(5) u1 has ni negative ends at γi, each with multiplicity 1;
(6) for each i = 1, . . . , k, u0 contains an unbranched, disconnected, ni-fold mul-
tiple cover of an embedded holomorphic plane with its positive end at γi, and
each multiply covered component of u0 is of this form.
1.4. The prototypical gluing problem. The last development is an obstruction
bundle gluing calculation for certain branched covers of trivial cylinders with high
Fredholm index, which we discuss in Section 6. Here, a trivial cylinder is a cylinder
R × β0 ⊂ R × Y+, where β0 is an embedded Reeb orbit in Y . We use the notation
of Hutchings-Taubes from [HT1] for moduli spaces of such branched covers.
Definition 1.4.1. Let β0 be a Reeb orbit in (Y+, λ+). Let
M(a1, a2, . . . , ak | a−1, a−2, . . . , a−ℓ)
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denote the moduli space of genus 0 branched covers Σ˙→ R× β0 with ends labeled
and asymptotically marked and such that the ith end is asymptotic to an ai-fold
cover of β0.
Definition 1.4.2. For each n ≥ 3, let Mn = M(1, 1, . . . , 1 | 1, 1, . . . , 1, 3), where
there are n positive ends of multiplicity 1, n− 3 negative ends of multiplicity 1, and
one negative end of multiplicity 3.
The prototypical gluing problem considered in this paper is the following. Let
u1 : Σ˙→ R× Y+ be an embedded J-holomorphic curve with ind(u) = 1 such that
(1) the positive ends of u1 are asymptotic to an ECH generator α with total
action less than L;
(2) the negative ends of u1 are asymptotic to an orbit set β in which each Reeb
orbit has multiplicity 1 except for a single negative hyperbolic orbit β0;
(3) the curve u1 has n negative ends at β0, each with multiplicity 1;
(4) I(u1) = 1 +
(n
2
)
.
We wish to glue branched covers in Mn to the curve u1.
The main source of trouble in the above gluing problem is that the moduli spaces
Mn are not transversely cut out. However, by standard techniques, there should be
an obstruction bundle
O → [R,∞)× (Mn/R),
for R≫ 0 sufficiently large, with fiber
O(T,u) = Hom
(
CokerDNu ,R
)
,
where DNu is the normal part of the linearized ∂-operator for u.
In analogy with [HT2, Definition 5.9], there should also be an obstruction sec-
tion s for O whose zero set is the set of branched covers that glue to u+. Such glued
curves lie in the moduli space M2n−3,1R×Y+ (α,β).
Definition 1.4.3. Let u : Σ˙ → R × Y be a punctured J-holomorphic curve in
M2n−3,1R×Y+ (α,β) with n − 3 negative ends of multiplicity 1 at β0 and one negative
end of multiplicity 3 at β0. Label the negative ends of u at (covers of) β0 with
by elements of I− = {−1, . . . ,−n}, where the multiplicity 3 end is labeled 1. The
curve u satisfies the asymptotic restrictions c ∈ Cn−2 if evI−(u) = c, where the
evaluation map evI− maps u to the leading complex coefficient in the asymptotic
expansion of u at the negative ends labeled by I−. See Definition 3.2.3 for the full
definition of the evaluation map.
Definition 1.4.4. We say that c ∈ (C∗)n−2 is an admissible asymptotic re-
striction if it is not in the big diagonal of (C∗)n.
Theorem 1.4.5. In the prototypical gluing problem, s−1(0) is non-empty. If c ∈
Cn−2 is a generic choice of admissible asymptotic restriction and T ≥ R, the mod
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2 count of curves in s−1(0) with gluing parameter T that satisfy the asymptotic
restriction is 1.
1.5. Definition of the chain map. As described above, there are two contribu-
tions to the curve count in the definition of ΦX,λ,J,c. Suppose that we have ECH
generators α ∈ ECC(Y+, λ+, J+) and β ∈ ECC(Y−, λ−, J−), that we write
ΦX,λ,J,c(α) =
∑
A(β)<A(α)
〈ΦX,λ,J,c(α),β〉 · β,
and that we want to define the coefficient 〈ΦX,λ,J,c(α),β〉. The first contribution
is the mod 2 count #2M
0,0
X (α,β). The second contribution is the mod 2 count of
new objects that we call ECH buildings satisfying certain admissible asymptotic
restrictions.
Definition 1.5.1. Assume the setup described above. An index 0 ECH building
from α to β satisfying the admissible asymptotic restriction c is a pair (u0, [u])
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) [u] is in (R× Y+)/R and u0 is in X̂;
(2) u has positive orbit set α and u0 has negative orbit set β;
(3) the negative orbit set γ of u coincides with the positive orbit set of u0;
(4) the partition of the negative ends of u coincides with the partition of the
positive ends of u0, except possibly for some negative hyperbolic Reeb or-
bits γ1, . . . , γℓ in γ of multiplicities m1, . . . ,mℓ where the partition for the
negative ends of u at each γi is (3, 1, . . . , 1) and the partition for the positive
ends of u0 at each γi is (1, 1, . . . , 1);
(5) ind(u0) = 0 and I(u0) = −
∑ℓ
j=1
(mj
2
)
;
(6) ind(u) =
∑ℓ
j=1(2mj − 4) and I(u) = −I(u0); and
(7) [u] has a (necessarily unique) representative u that satisfies the asymptotic
restriction c, where we use all of the negative ends at the orbits γ1, . . . , γℓ
for the evaluation map.
We denote the set of index 0 ECH buildings from α to β satisfying the admissible
asymptotic restriction c by B0(α,β; c).
Definition 1.5.2. Let (Y±, λ±) be L-supersimple contact 3-manifolds and let (X,λ)
be an exact symplectic cobordism from (Y+, λ+) to (Y−, λ−). Let J be a generic, L-
simple, admissible almost complex structure on the completion (X̂, λ̂) that restricts
to L-simple, admissible almost complex structures J+ and J− on the ends [0,∞)×Y+
and (−∞, 0] × Y−, respectively, of X̂. Let c be a generic choice of admissible
asymptotic restriction. The map
ΦX,λ,J,c : ECC
L(Y+, λ+, J+)→ ECC
L(Y−, λ−, J−)
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induced by (X,λ) is defined by
ΦX,λ,J,c(α) =
∑
A(β)<A(α)
[
#2M
0,0
X (α,β) + #2B
0(α,β; c)
]
· β.
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. Its proof is given in
Section 8. The set of generic asymptotic restrictions is described in Definition 8.1.1.
Theorem 1.5.3. The map ΦX,λ,J,c in Definition 1.5.2 is a chain map and is inde-
pendent of the choice of generic, admissible asymptotic restriction c.
Acknowledgements. First and foremost, the author thanks Ko Honda for his gen-
erous support and endless patience. The author also thanks Michael Hutchings,
Katrin Wehrheim, and Erkao Bao for helpful conversations during the development
of the ideas in this paper.
2. Background
In this section, we establish some notation, briefly review the definition of embed-
ded contact homology, and recall some basic facts about the L-supersimple setting
of Bao-Honda.
2.1. Basic definitions. Let Y be a smooth 3-manifold, let λ be a non-degenerate
contact form on Y , let ξ = Ker(λ) be the associated contact structure, and let Rλ
be the Reeb vector field of λ, defined as the unique vector field on Y satisfying
λ(Rλ) = 1 and dλ(Rλ, · ) = 0.
Definition 2.1.1. An almost complex structure J on R × Y is admissible if it
satisfies the following properties:
(1) J is invariant under R-translation;
(2) J(∂s) = Rλ, where s is the R-coordinate of R× Y ;
(3) J restricts to an orientation-preserving isomorphism of ξ.
Let α be a Reeb orbit in (Y, λ) and let τ be a trivialization of ξ over α. We
denote the Conley-Zehnder index of α in the trivialization τ by µτ (α). We recall
here some simple expressions for the Conley-Zehnder index in dimension 3. If α is
elliptic, then there is some irrational number θ ∈ (0, 1) such that µτ (α
k) = 2⌊kθ⌋+1.
If α is hyperbolic, then µτ (α
k) = kn for some integer n. In the latter case, we say
that α is positive hyperbolic if n is even and negative hyperbolic if n is odd.
Definition 2.1.2. An orbit set is a tuple of ordered pairs
α =
(
(α1,m1), (α2,m2), . . . , (αk,mk)
)
such that each αi is an embedded Reeb orbit in Y and each mi is a positive integer.
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Definition 2.1.3. If α = ((α1,m1), . . . , (αk,mk)) is an orbit set, we define
µτ (α) =
k∑
i=1
µτ (α
mk
k ) and µ
I
τ (α) =
k∑
i=1
mk∑
j=1
µτ (α
j).
If β is another orbit set, we define
µτ (α,β) = µτ (α)− µτ (β) and µ
I
τ (α,β) = µ
I
τ (α)− µ
I
τ (β).
2.2. Punctured holomorphic curves. Let (Σ, j) be a closed Riemann surface
with complex structure j. Let P ⊂ Σ be a finite set of points, called punctures,
which are partitioned into subsets P+ and P− of positive and negative punc-
tures, respectively. Define Σ˙ = Σ \ P ; we refer to Σ˙ as a punctured Riemann
surface. If J is an admissible almost complex structure on R × Y , a punctured
holomorphic curve is a smooth map
u : Σ˙→ R× Y
such that
du+ J ◦ du ◦ j = 0.
A J-holomorphic curve u : Σ˙→ R×Y is said to bemultiply covered if it factors
through a (possibly branched) cover φ : Σ˙′ → Σ˙ for some punctured Riemann surface
Σ˙′. A curve is said to be simply covered if it is not multiply covered. We also
refer to such curves as simple.
2.3. Moduli spaces. We distinguish between two types of moduli spaces of J-
holomorphic curves, marked and unmarked, and make use of both types. Marked
moduli spaces are used in Section 6 for obstruction bundle gluing problems, and
ECH is defined using unmarked moduli spaces.
Let u : Σ˙ → R × Y be J-holomorphic, and assume that u is asymptotic to Reeb
orbits α1, α2, . . . , αn at the positive punctures and to β1, β2, . . . , βm at the negative
punctures. For each such Reeb orbit, let (αi)e denote the underlying embedded Reeb
orbit for αi, choose a point ζi on each (αi)e, and for each zi ∈ P
+, choose an element
ri ∈ (TziΣ \ {0})/R+ that maps to ζi under the map αi → (αi)e. Similarly, let (βj)e
denote the underlying Reeb orbit for βj , choose a point ηj on each (βj)e, and for
each wj ∈ P
−, choose an element rj ∈ (TwjΣ \ {0})/R+ that maps to ηj under the
map βj → (βj)e. We refer to each such choice as an asymptotic marker at the
relevant puncture; we refer to markers at positive punctures as positive markers
and to markers at negative punctures as negative markers. Let r denote the set
of markers that we have chosen.
Given orbit sets α and β, the moduli space of marked, punctured holomorphic
curves from α to β in R × Y is the space of pairs (u, r), where u is asymptotic to
α at the positive punctures and to β at the negative punctures, and r is a set of
asymptotic markers for u, modulo biholomorphisms of domains that send positive
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punctures to positive punctures, negative punctures to negative punctures, positive
markers to positive markers, and negative markers to negative markers. Moduli
spaces of marked curves can be compactified using SFT buildings; see [BEHWZ] for
details.
Unmarked moduli spaces are defined similarly to marked moduli spaces, except we
do not choose asymptotic markers at each puncture. Consequently, we identify two
such maps if they are related by a biholomorphism of the domains that maps positive
punctures to positive punctures and negative punctures to negative punctures. ECH
uses unmarked moduli spaces and identifies two maps if they represent the same
current in R× Y .
A curve u ∈ MJ(α,β) has a Fredholm index given by
ind(u) = −χ(Σ˙) + 2c1(u
∗ξ, τ) + µτ (α,β),
where c1(u
∗ξ, τ) is the relative first Chern class of ξ over u in the trivialization τ .
See [Hu2, Section 2] for the definition of the relative first Chern class. IfMJ(α,β) is
transversely cut out, then the (real) dimension of a neighborhood of u ∈ MJ(α,β)
is precisely ind(u) by results of Dragnev [Dr].
2.4. The ECH chain complex. We now define the ECH chain complex with
Z/2Z coefficients. (It is possible to define ECH with Z coefficients, but we do not
treat that case here.) Let Γ ∈ H1(Y ) and let J be a generic, admissible almost
complex structure on R × Y . The groups ECC(Y, λ,Γ, J) are generated by orbits
sets α = ((α1,m1), (α2,m2), . . . , (αk,mk)) such that mi = 1 if αi is hyperbolic and
such that
k∑
i=1
mi[αi] = Γ.
Hutchings defines an ECH index I for J-holomorphic currents C in R× Y . More
specifically, he defines a relative self-intersection number Qτ (C) and sets
I(C) = c1(ξ|C , τ) +Qτ (C) + µ
I
τ (α,β).
The differential ∂ counts punctured J-holomorphic currents with ECH index 1 in
R × Y going from α to β. More precisely, consider the moduli space MI=1J (α,β)
of J-holomorphic currents C with I(C) = 1 that are asymptotic to α at the positive
ends and to β at the negative ends. There is an R-action on MI=1J (α,β) induced
by translation in the R-direction of R× Y .
Lemma 2.4.1. If MI=1J (α,β) is non-empty, then A(β) < A(α).
Proof. See [Hu3, Section 5]. 
Lemma 2.4.2. [Hu3, Lemma 5.10] If J is generic and admissible and α and β are
orbit sets, then MI=1J (α,β)/R is finite.
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The differential ∂ on the chain complex ECC(Y, λ,Γ, J) is defined by
∂(α) =
∑
A(β)<A(α)
#
(
MI=1J (α,β)/R
)
· β.
Currents counted by the differential ∂ satisfy a rigid requirement on the multiplic-
ities of their positive and negative ends. This requirement is crucial in [HT1, HT2]
to show that ∂2 = 0 and is leveraged extensively in this paper.
Definition 2.4.3. Let α be an embedded hyperbolic Reeb orbit in Y . Let C be a
J-holomorphic current in R× Y with positive ends of multiplicities m1,m2, . . . ,mk
and negative ends of multiplicities n1, n2, . . . , nl at covers of α. Set m =
∑k
i=1mi
and n =
∑l
j=1 nj. We say that C satisfies the ECH partition conditions at its
positive ends at α if the multiplicities mi are as in Table 1. Similarly, we say that C
m even m odd
α positive hyperbolic (1, . . . , 1) (1, . . . , 1)
α negative hyperbolic (2, . . . , 2) (2, . . . , 2, 1)
Table 1. The partition conditions for hyperbolic Reeb orbits.
satisfies the partition conditions at its negative ends if the multiplicities nj are as in
Table 1 with m replaced by n. We say that C satisfies the ECH partition conditions
if it satisfies the partition conditions at all of its positive and negative ends.
Remark 2.4.4. We do not concern ourselves with the partition conditions for elliptic
Reeb orbits in this paper, as we work completely in the L-supersimple setting.
Interested readers can consult [Hu3] for details.
Remark 2.4.5. A J-holomorphic curve u : Σ˙→ R× Y gives rise to a J-holomorphic
current C = u(Σ˙).
2.5. The L-supersimple setting. We now review the relevant background for the
L-supersimple setting of Bao-Honda. As stated in Section 1, every non-degenerate
contact form can be made into an L-supersimple form by a small perturbation. The
precise statement of this result, which we take from [BH1], is as follows.
Theorem 2.5.1. [BH1, Theorem 2.0.2] Let λ be a non-degenerate contact form for
(Y, ξ). Then, for any L > 0 and ǫ > 0, there exists a smooth function φ : Y → R+
such that
(1) φ is ǫ-close to 1 with respect to a fixed C1-norm;
(2) all the orbits of Rφλ of φλ-action less than L are hyperbolic.
Moreover, we may assume that
(3) each positive hyperbolic orbit α has a neighborhood (R/Z) ×D2δ0 with coor-
dinates (t, x, y) such that
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(a) D2δ0 =
{
x2 + y2 ≤ δ0
}
, where δ0 > 0 is small;
(b) φλ = H dt+ η;
(c) H = c(α) − ǫxy, with c(α), ǫ > 0 and c(α)≫ ǫ;
(d) η = 2x dy + y dx;
(e) α = {x = y = 0}.
(4) each negative hyperbolic orbit α has a neighborhood ([0, 1] × D2δ0)/ ∼ with
coordinates (t, x, y), where ∼ identifies (1, x, y) ∼ (0,−x,−y) and the con-
ditions (a) through (e) above hold.
One major advantage of working in the L-supersimple setting is that the Fredholm
index is well-behaved under taking multiple covers.
Lemma 2.5.2. [BH1, Lemma 3.3.2] Let (Y, λ) be a contact 3-manifold and let α
and β be orbit sets where every orbit is hyperbolic. If v is a J-holomorphic curve
from α to β in R× Y and u is a degree k branched cover of u with total branching
order b, then
ind(u) = k ind(v) + b.
In particular, ind(u) ≥ 0 for all J-holomorphic curves u from α to β in R× Y .
Another major advantage of the L-supersimple setting is that, by choosing the
almost complex structure J appropriately, we can ensure that the ∂-equation is
linear for curves that are close to and graphical over trivial cylinders. The set of J
for which this assertion is true is described in the following definitions.
Definition 2.5.3. [BH2, Definition 3.1.2] Let λ be a contact form on Y . An almost
complex structure J on R× Y is λ-tame if the following three conditions hold:
(1) J is R-invariant;
(2) J(∂s) = gRλ for some positive function g on Y ; and
(3) there exists a 2-plane field ξ′ on Y such that J preserves ξ′, dλ is a symplectic
form on ξ′, and J restricts to an orientation-preserving isomorphism on ξ′.
Definition 2.5.4. [BH2, Definition 3.1.3] Let L > 0, let λ be an L-supersimple
contact form, and let α be an embedded Reeb orbit of λ. A λ-tame almost complex
structure J is L-simple for λ if, inside the neighborhood of α given by Theo-
rem 2.5.1, the following conditions hold:
(1) ξ′ = Span (∂x, ∂y);
(2) J(∂x) = ∂y; and
(3) the function g in Definition 2.5.3 satisfies gRλ = ∂t +XH , where XH is the
Hamiltonian vector field of the function H from Theorem 2.5.1 with respect
to the symplectic form dx ∧ dy.
We can now state the second advantage precisely.
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Proposition 2.5.5. [BH2] Let λ be an L-supersimple contact form on Y and let
J be an L-simple almost complex structure for λ. If u : [R,∞) × S1 → R × Y is a
J-holomorphic half-cylinder asymptotic to a Reeb orbit α, and if we write u(s, t) =
(s, t, u˜(s, t)), then the function u˜ satisfies
∂su˜+ j0∂tu˜+ Su˜ = 0,
where j0 is the standard complex structure on R
2 and
S =
(
0 ǫ
ǫ 0
)
.
Proof. See [BH2] between Definition 3.1.3 and Convention 3.1.4. 
3. The Evaluation Map
In this section, we review the Bao-Honda evaluation map from [BH1, BH2]. It is
used in Section 7 to cut out 1-dimensional families of holomorphic curves in high-
dimensional moduli spaces.
Throughout this section, let Y be a smooth 3-manifold, let λ be a non-degenerate,
L-supersimple contact form on Y , and let Rλ be the Reeb vector field of λ on Y . All
Reeb orbits and orbit sets under consideration in this section are tacitly assumed
to have (total) action less than L.
3.1. The asymptotic operator. Let γ be a Reeb orbit of λ with period 2πa,
where a ∈ Z+. Recall from [BH1] that there is an asymptotic operator
Aγ : W
1,2(R/2πaZ,R2)→ L2(R/2πaZ,R2)
defined by
Aγ = −j0
∂
∂t
− S(t).
Here, j0 is the standard complex structure on R
2 and S(t) is a loop of 2×2 symmetric
matrices. Recall from [BH1] that the eigenspaces of Aγ have dimension at most 2.
If γ is negative hyperbolic, then every eigenspace of Aγ has real dimension 2, and if
we label the eigenvalues so that
· · · ≤ λ−2 ≤ λ−1 < 0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ,
then we can choose the corresponding eigenfunctions {fi(t)}i∈Z\{0} so that they
form an orthonormal basis for L2(R/2πaZ,R2). If γ is positive hyperbolic, then the
eigenvalues can be labeled so that
· · · ≤ λ−3 ≤ λ−2 < λ−1 < 0 < λ1 < λ2 ≤ λ3 ≤ · · · ,
the eigenspaces for λ±1 have real dimension 1, and all other eigenspaces have real
dimension 2. The corresponding eigenfunctions can again be chosen to be an or-
thonormal basis for L2(R/2πaZ,R2).
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Next, we recall from [BH1, Section 6] some properties of the above-mentioned
eigenfunctions. Let u be a punctured holomorphic curve in R×Y and suppose that
u has a negative end at γ. If we choose a trivialization τ of the contact structure
ξ = Ker(λ) over γ, then the negative end of u in question can be written in cylindrical
coordinates (s, t) ∈ (−∞,−R]×(R/2πaZ), R≫ 0, as the graph of a function u˜(s, t),
i.e., we have
u(s, t) = (s, t, u˜(s, t)).
In the L-supersimple setting, the function η admits a Fourier-type expansion
u˜(s, t) =
∞∑
i=1
cie
λisfi(t),
where the ci are real constants. Similarly, a positive end of u asymptotic to γ can
be written as the graph of a function that has a Fourier-type expansion in negative-
indexed eigenfunctions of Aγ .
Let ρτ (fi) denote the winding number of the eigenfunction fi of Aγ . Recall the
following facts from [Hu1, Lemma 6.4].
Fact 3.1.1.
(1) If i ≤ j, then ρτ (fi) ≤ ρτ (fj).
(2) We have
ρτ (f1) =
⌈
CZτ (γ)
2
⌉
and ρτ (f−1) =
⌊
CZτ (γ)
2
⌋
.
Definition 3.1.2. [HT2, Definition 3.2] A J-holomorphic curve u has non-degen-
erate ends if at each negative (resp. positive) end, the coefficient c1 (resp. c−1) in
the Fourier-type expansion of u is non-zero.
Definition 3.1.3. [HT2, Definition 3.8] A J-holomorphic curve u has non-overla-
pping ends if it has non-degenerate ends and and following holds. For every pair
of negative (reps. positive) ends asymptotic to covers γa1 and γa2 of the same Reeb
orbit γ where the smallest positive (reps. largest negative) eigenvalues of Aγa1 and
Aγa2 coincide, the leading coefficients in the Fourier-type expansions of u do not
differ by a factor of a dth root of unity, where d = gcd(a1, a2).
3.2. The evaluation map. We now recall the definition of the evaluation map in
[BH1] and review some of the map’s properties. Throughout, we use MJ(α,β) to
denote a transversely cut out moduli space of J-holomorphic curves in R× Y with
positive orbit set α and negative orbit set β.
Definition 3.2.1. Let u : (−∞,−R]× (R/2πaZ)→ R×Y be a J-holomorphic half-
cylinder, and assume that u is asymptotic to a Reeb orbit γ at the negative end.
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Write u in cylindrical coordinates as the graph of a function u˜(s, t), and write the
Fourier-type expansion of u˜ as
u˜(s, t) =
∞∑
i=1
cie
λisfi(t),
where the ci are real constants. Then the evaluation map on u is defined as
ev(u) = (c1, c2).
Definition 3.2.2. Let u ∈ MJ(α,β) and label the negative ends of u by 1, 2, . . . ,m.
The evaluation map at the ith negative end of u is defined as
evi : MJ(α,β)→ R
2
u 7→ (c1, c2),
where we have identified u with a half-cylinder near the ith end and used the eval-
uation map from Definition 3.2.1.
Definition 3.2.3. Assume the setup in Definition 3.2.2 and let I = {i1, . . . , ip} be
a subset of {1, . . . ,m}. At the lth negative end of u, write the Fourier-type series as∑
i>0
cl,ie
λisfi(t).
The evaluation map at the ends specified by I is defined as
evI : MJ(α,β)→
∏
i∈I
R2
u 7→ (evi(u))i∈I .
The total order of the map evI is defined to be 2 |I|.
If all of the ends labeled by I have odd multiplicity, the asymptotic eigenspaces
at those ends all have multiplicity 2. If the relevant asymptotic operators are also
complex-linear, we can view the eigenspaces as complex vector spaces and take
complex coefficients with the evaluation map. This modification is used extensively
in Section 7. We can also define higher-order evaluation maps evki : MJ(α,β)→ R
k,
where i ∈ I and k > 2, by evki (u) = (c1, . . . , ck), where we have identified u with a
half-cylinder near the ith end. This modification will be used in Section 8.
Remark 3.2.4. If evki (u) = (c1, . . . , ck) and v is the curve obtained by translating u
by a in the R-direction, then evki (v) = (e
−λ1ac1, . . . , e
−λkack).
Fact 3.2.5. The above evaluation maps are all smooth.
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3.3. Transversality for the evaluation map. One of the key advantages of the
L-supersimple setting exploited in [BH1, BH2] is the abundance of transversality
for the evaluation map at ends of punctured holomorphic curves. We now briefly
justify why similar transversality results hold for evaluation maps on multiple ends,
beginning with a mild generalization of [BH1, Theorem 6.0.4].
Theorem 3.3.1. Let J be generic, and letMJ(α,β) be a transversely cut out mod-
uli space of curves in R× Y with Fredholm index k. Let K ⊂MJ(α,β) be compact
and let Z ⊂ Rk−1 be a submanifold. Then there exists a generic J ′, arbitrarily close
to J , and a compact subset K ′ ⊂ MJ ′(α,β), arbitrarily close to K, such that the
evaluation map evI on K
′ is transverse to Z.
Proof. Let u ∈ MJ(α,β). The perturbation constructed in the proof of [BH1,
Theorem 6.0.4] is supported over a single end, so we can repeat the construction
over the relevant ends of u separately. 
Proposition 3.3.2. Let J be generic, let M be a transversely cut out moduli space
of punctured holomorphic curves in R× Y , and consider the evaluation map evI on
M. The set of u ∈ M such that evI(u) intersects a coordinate hyperplane {xi = 0}
in R2|I| has codimension 1 in M.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3.1, we can make evI transverse to the coordinate plane {xi =
0} if J is generic. 
Remark 3.3.3. Analogues of Theorem 3.3.1 and Proposition 3.3.2 hold for higher-
order evaluation maps evki : M→ R
k.
4. Index Calculations
We prove Theorem 1.2.5 in this section. We use it in Section 5 to classify de-
generations of 1-dimensional families of J-holomorphic curves in the L-supersimple
setting. The proof involves strengthening the various inequalities involved in Hutch-
ings’ proof of the inequality (1.2.1). The relationship between ∆(u) and the ECH
partition conditions is partially expressed in the following result, whose proof follows
easily from the derivation of the formulas for ∆(u, γ) in Section 4.3. The subsequent
corollary is a crucial ingredient to our arguments in Section 8.
Proposition 4.0.1. If J is generic, u is a somewhere injective J-holomorphic curve
in a symplectization, and ∆(u) = 0, then u satisfies the ECH partition conditions.
Corollary 4.0.2. If J is generic, u is a somewhere injective J-holomorphic curve
in a symplectization, and I(u) = ind(u), then u is embedded and satisfies the ECH
partition conditions.
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4.1. Ingredients in the proof of Hutchings’ inequality. We begin by fixing
notation and collating the results used in Hutchings’ proof of (1.2.1). Our notation
closely, but not exactly, matches that used in [Hu1]. We only analyze negative ends
in this discussion; the analysis for positive ends is similar.
Notation 4.1.1. Let u be a somewhere injective J-holomorphic curve in a sym-
plectization. Let β be the negative orbit set of u and fix an embedded Reeb orbit
β ∈ Γ−(u). Let m be the multiplicity of β in the orbit set β, let n be the number
of negative ends of u that are asymptotic to (covers of) β, and let q1, q2, . . . , qn be
the multiplicities of these negative ends. Let ζ1, ζ2, . . . , ζn be the braids determined
by these negative ends, and let ζ denote the union of the braids ζ1, . . . , ζn. Let τ
denote a trivialization of ξ over β. Let µτ (β
k) denote the Conley-Zehnder index of
the k-fold cover of β. For each braid ζi, let ρτ (ζi) denote the winding number of ζi
around β it the trivialization τ , let wτ (ζi) the asymptotic writhe of ζi with respect
to τ , and let ℓτ (ζi, ζj) denote the linking number of the braids ζi and ζj with respect
to τ .
With the above notation, the five ingredients in the proof of Hutchings’ inequality
are the following.
(4.1.1) ρτ (ζi) ≥
⌈
µτ (β
qi)
2
⌉
(4.1.2) wτ (ζi) ≥ (qi − 1)ρτ (ζi)
(4.1.3) ℓτ (ζi, ζj) ≥ min(qiρτ (ζj), qj τ(ζi))
(4.1.4) wτ (ζ) ≥
n∑
i=1
ρτ (ζi)(qi − 1) +
∑
i 6=j
min(qiρτ (ζj), qjρτ (ζi))
(4.1.5)
n∑
i=1
ρτ (ζi)(qi − 1) +
∑
i 6=j
min(qiρτ (ζj), qjρτ (ζi)) ≥
m∑
k=1
µτ (β
k)−
n∑
i=1
µτ (β
qi)
4.2. The writhe bound. We first use Proposition 3.3.2 to improve (4.1.1) slightly.
Our proof of the next Lemma closely follows the one given for [Hu1, Lemma 6.6]
Lemma 4.2.1. Let u be a somewhere injective curve in R × Y . Assume that the
contact form on Y is L-supersimple and that β is an orbit in the negative orbit set
β of u. If J is generic, then
(4.2.1) ρτ (ζi) ≥
⌈
µτ (β
qi)
2
⌉
.
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Equality holds if A(β) < L and ind(u) = 1.
Proof. The inequality is proved in [Hu1, Lemma 6.6]. So assume that A(β) < L
and ind(u) = 1. Let (s, t) be cylindrical coordinates over the relevant negative end
of u and take an asymptotic expansion
u(s, t) =
(
s, t,
∞∑
i=1
cie
−λisfi(t)
)
of u for s ≪ 0, as in Section 3. Since u has Fredholm index 1 and J is generic,
Proposition 3.3.2 implies that c1 6= 0. Thus, ρτ (ζi) equals the winding number of f1
around β in the trivialization τ . By computations in [HWZ, Section 3], said winding
number is precisely
⌈
µτ (γ
qi)
2
⌉
. 
We now turn our attention to (4.1.2). Our proof of the next Lemma closely follows
the one given for [Hu1, Lemma 6.7].
Lemma 4.2.2. Let u be a somewhere injective curve in R × Y . Assume that the
contact form on Y is L-supersimple and that β is an orbit in the negative orbit set
β of u. If J is generic, then
(4.2.2) wτ (ζi) ≥ ρτ (ζi)(qi − 1) + (di − 1),
where di = gcd(qi, ρτ (ζi)). Equality holds if A(β) < L and ind(u) = 1.
Proof. Direct calculation shows that equality holds when ρτ (ζi) = qi. We proceed
by complete induction on ρτ (ζi). First assume that di = 1. (This is true when
ρτ (ζi) = 1, but the more general result is useful in the inductive step.) The proof
of [Hu1, Lemma 6.7] shows that wτ (ζi) = ρτ (ζi)(qi − 1). Now assume ρτ (ζi) > 1
and di > 1. The same proof shows that ζi is the cabling of a braid ζ
′
i with qi/di
strands and winding number ρτ (ζi)/di by a braid ζ
′′
i with di strands and winding
number ρτ (ζ
′′
i ) ≥ ρτ (ζi). Write ρτ (ζ
′′
i ) = ρτ (ζi) + k and d
′
i = gcd(ρτ (ζ
′′
i ), di). We
know inductively that
wτ (ζ
′
i) =
ρτ (ζi)
di
(
qi
di
− 1
)
and wτ (ζ
′′
i ) ≥ (ρτ (ζi) + k)(di − 1) + (d
′
i − 1),
and thus
wτ (ζi) = d
2
iwτ (ζ
′
i) + wτ (ζ
′′
i )
≥ ρτ (ζi)(qi − di) + (ρτ (ζi) + k)(di − 1) + (d
′
i − 1)
= ρτ (ζi)(qi − 1) + k(di − 1) + (d
′
i − 1).
If k = 0, then d′i = di and
wτ (ζi) = ρτ (ζi)(qi − 1) + (di − 1).
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If k > 0, then
wτ (ζi) = ρτ (ζi)(qi − 1) + (di − 1) + (k − 1)(di − 1) + (d
′
i − 1)
≥ ρτ (ζi)(qi − 1) + (di − 1).
Now assume that A(β) < L and ind(u) = 1. Equality is also proved by induction
on ρτ (ζi), and the case ρτ (ζi) = 1 is handled in the same way (i.e., by proving
the result when di = 1). So assume ρτ (ζi) > 1 and di > 1. By Proposition 3.3.2,
either ρτ (ζ
′′
i ) = ρτ (ζi) or ρτ (ζ
′′
i ) = ρτ (ζi) + 1. The former is the case k = 0 above,
where d′i = di. Here, we know inductively that wτ (ζ
′′
i ) = ρτ (ζi)(di − 1) + (di − 1) =
(ρτ (ζi) + 1)(di − 1), so
wτ (ζi) = d
2
iwτ (ζ
′
i) + wτ (ζ
′′
i )
= ρτ (ζi)(qi − di) + (ρτ (ζi) + 1)(di − 1)
= ρτ (ζi)(qi − 1) + (di − 1).
The latter is the case k = 1 above, where d′i = 1. Here, we again know inductively
that wτ (ζ
′′
i ) = (ρτ (ζi) + 1)(di − 1), and equality follows as in the previous case. 
4.3. Linking numbers. Now we turn out attention to (4.1.3). If J is a generic
almost complex structure on R×Y , any Fredholm index 1, simple curve u in R×Y
has non-degenerate and non-overlapping ends. In particular, the proof of [Hu1,
Lemma 6.9] implies the following strengthened result.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let u be a somewhere injective curve in R × Y . Assume that the
contact form on Y is L-supersimple and that β is an orbit in the negative orbit set
β of u. If J is generic, then
(4.3.1) ℓτ (ζi, ζj) ≥ min(qiρτ (ζj), qjρτ (ζi)).
Equality holds if A(β) < L and ind(u) = 1.
Now we put the preceding lemmas together to derive stronger versions of (4.1.4)
and (4.1.5) in the L-supersimple setting; these new inequalities are implicit in work
of Hutchings [Hu2].
Lemma 4.3.2. Let u be a somewhere injective curve in R × Y . Assume that the
contact form on Y is L-supersimple and that β is a negative hyperbolic orbit in the
negative orbit set β of u. As in Notation 4.1.1, suppose that u has negative ends of
multiplicity q1, . . . , qn at β. In addition, order the ends of u at β so that q1, . . . , qk
are the ends with odd multiplicity, ordered so that q1 ≥ q2 ≥ · · · ≥ qk and so that
qk+1, qk+2, . . . qn are the ends with even multiplicity. Then
(4.3.2) wτ (ζ) ≥
m∑
i=1
µτ (β
i)−
n∑
i=1
µτ (β
qi) +
k∑
i=1
(
qi − 1
2
+ i− 1
)
+
n∑
i=k+1
(qi
2
− 1
)
.
Equality holds if A(β) < L and ind(u) = 1.
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Proof. Choose the trivialization τ so that µτ (β) = 1 and set
ρi =
⌈
µτ (β
qi)
2
⌉
.
Set di = gcd(qi, ρτ (ζi)) and note that by (4.2.1),
ρτ (ζi)(qi − 1) + (di − 1) ≥
{
ρi(qi − 1), i = 1, 2, . . . , k
ρi(qi − 1) +
(qi
2 − 1
)
, i = k + 1, k + 2, . . . , n
.
The above inequality, combined with (4.2.1), (4.2.2), and (4.3.1), implies that
wτ (ζ) =
n∑
i=1
wτ (ζi) +
∑
i 6=j
ℓτ (ζi, ζj)
≥
n∑
i=1
[ρτ (ζi)(qi − 1) + (di − 1)] +
∑
i 6=j
min(qiρτ (ζj), qjρτ (ζi))
≥
n∑
i=1
ρi(qi − 1) +
∑
i 6=j
min(qiρj , qjρi) +
n∑
i=k+1
(qi
2
− 1
)
.
By a computation in the proof of [Hu2, Lemma 4.19], we have
n∑
i=1
ρi(qi−1)+
∑
i 6=j
min(qiρj , qjρi) =
m∑
i=1
µτ (β
i)−
n∑
i=1
µτ (β
qi)+
k∑
i=1
(
qi − 1
2
+ i− 1
)
,
and the result follows. 
Lemma 4.3.3. Let u be a somewhere injective curve in R × Y . Assume that the
contact form on Y is L-supersimple and that β is a positive hyperbolic orbit in the
negative orbit set β of u. As in Notation 4.1.1, suppose that u has negative ends of
multiplicity q1, . . . , qn at β. Then
(4.3.3) wτ (ζ) ≥
m∑
i=1
µτ (β
i)−
n∑
i=1
µτ (β
qi) +
n∑
i=1
(qi − 1) .
Equality holds if A(β) < L and ind(u) = 1.
Proof. Choose the trivialization τ so that µτ (β) = 0 and set di = gcd(qi, ρτ (ζi)). By
(4.2.1), we have ρτ (ζi) ≥ 0. There are two cases, ρτ (ζi) = 0 and ρτ (ζi) > 0, and in
both cases we have wτ (ζi) ≥ qi − 1. Hence, with this choice of τ , the inequalities
(4.2.2) and (4.3.1) imply that
wτ (ζ) =
n∑
i=1
wτ (ζi) +
∑
i 6=j
ℓτ (ζi, ζj)
≥
n∑
i=1
(qi − 1) +
∑
i 6=j
min(qiρτ (ζj), qjρτ (ζi))
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≥
n∑
i=1
(qi − 1)
With our choice of τ , we have
m∑
i=1
µτ (β
i)−
n∑
i=1
µτ (β
qi) = 0,
and the result follows. 
4.4. Proof of the inequality. The proofs of Lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 show that
we have
wτ (ζ) ≥
m∑
i=1
µτ (β
i)−
n∑
i=1
µτ (β
qi) + ∆(u, β)
and that equality holds if A(β) < L and ind(u) = 1. If u has a positive end at α,
computations similar to those in Lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 show that
wτ (ζ) ≤
m∑
i=1
µτ (α
i)−
n∑
i=1
µτ (α
qi)−∆(u, α)
and that equality holds if A(α) < L and ind(u) = 1. Thus, if we set
wτ (u) =
∑
positive ends
wτ (ζ)−
∑
negative ends
wτ (ζ),
we have
wτ (u) ≤ µ
I
τ (α,β)− µτ (α,β) −∆(u),
and equality holds if A(α),A(β) < L and ind(u) = 1. Thus, ∆(u) measures how
much the curve u violates the ECH partition conditions at its ends.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.5. Recall the relative adjunction formula for somewhere in-
jective curves:
(4.4.1) c1(u
∗ξ, τ) = χ(Σ˙) +Qτ (u) + wτ (u)− 2δ(u).
By the above formula for the asymptotic writhe, we have
I(u) = c1(u
∗ξ, τ) +Qτ (u) + µ
I
τ (α,β)
= −χ(Σ˙) + 2c1(u
∗ξ, τ)− wτ (u) + 2δ(u) + µ
I
τ (α,β)
≥ −χ(Σ˙) + 2c1(u
∗ξ, τ) + µτ (α)− µτ (β) + 2δ(u) + ∆(u)
= ind(u) + 2δ(u) + ∆(u).
Equality clearly holds if A(α) < L and ind(u) = 1. 
Remark 4.4.1. The inequality (1.2.2) also holds for curves in exact symplectic cobor-
disms; equality holds if A(α),A(β) < L and ind(u) = 0. In general, equality holds
if A(α),A(β) < L and u has non-degenerate, non-overlapping ends.
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5. Degenerations in Cobordisms
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.3.2. We first recall its setup. Let (Y±, λ±) be
L-supersimple contact 3-manifolds and let (X,λ) be an exact symplectic cobordism
from (Y+, λ+) to (Y−, λ−). Let J be a generic, L-simple, admissible almost complex
structure on the completion (X̂, λ̂) that restricts to L-simple, admissible almost
complex structures J+ and J− on the ends [0,∞) × Y+ and (−∞, 0] × Y−, respec-
tively, of X̂ . Let α be a generator of ECCL(Y+, λ+, J+) and let β be a generator
of ECCL(Y−, λ−, J−). Consider the moduli space M
1,1
X (α,β) and let M
1,1
X (α,β)
denote its SFT compactification as described in [BEHWZ]. As before, we denote
an SFT building in ∂M
1,1
X (α,β) by [u−a] ∪ · · · ∪ [u−1] ∪ u0 ∪ [u1] ∪ · · · [ub], where a
and b are positive integers, the levels go from bottom to top as we read from left to
right, the levels with negative indices are in (R × Y−)/R, the level u0 is in X̂, and
the levels with positive indices are in (R× Y+)/R.
Let [u−a] ∪ · · · ∪ [u−1] ∪ u0 ∪ [u1] ∪ · · · [ub] be a building in ∂M
1,1
X (α,β). By
Lemma 2.5.2, each level of the building has non-negative Fredholm index, and the
symplectization levels have positive Fredholm index. Since ind is additive and the
total Fredholm index of the building is 1, there must be only one symplectization
level, which has Fredholm index 1, and the cobordism level u0 must have Fredholm
index 0.
5.1. Multiply covered curves. We begin with a classification of multiply covered
curves in X̂ with non-positive ECH index in the L-supersimple setting.
Lemma 5.1.1. Let u be a J-holomorphic curve in X̂ with ind(u) = 0 and connected
image. The curve u has negative ECH index if and only if it is an unbranched,
disconnected cover of a J-holomorphic plane in with ECH and Fredholm index 0. In
that case,
I(u) = −
(
d
2
)
,
where d is the degree of the covering.
Proof. Suppose that I(u) < 0. By the ECH index inequality (1.2.1), somewhere
injective curves in cobordisms have non-negative ECH index, so u must be a d-fold
multiple cover of a somewhere injective curve v : Σ˙′ → X̂ with ind(v) ≥ 0 and d ≥ 2.
Recall the index inequality
(5.1.1) I(u) ≥ d · I(v) +
(
d
2
)
(2g(Σ˙′)− 2 + ind(v) + h(v))
from [Hu2], where h(v) is the number of ends of v at hyperbolic orbits. Since
h(v) ≥ 1 and ind(v) ≥ 0, the only way for I(u) to be negative is if g(Σ˙′) = 0 and
ind(v) + h(v) = 1. Since ind(u) = 0, Lemma 2.5.2 implies that u is an unbranched
cover of v and ind(v) = 0. Hence h(v) = 1. It follows that u is an unbranched,
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disconnected cover of a plane v. Let γ be the orbit at the positive end of v. If we
choose the trivialization τ of γ∗ξ such that c1(v
∗ξ, τ) = 0 we see that 0 = ind(v) =
µτ (γ)− 1, so µτ (γ) = 1. Thus, I(v) = Qτ (v) + 1. If I(v) ≥ 1, then Qτ (v) ≥ 0, and
an easy computation shows that I(u) > 0. Thus, I(v) = 0.
Suppose there is a component Σ˙ of the domain of u such that Σ˙ → Σ˙′ is an
m-fold (unbranched) covering with m ≥ 2. Then m = χ(Σ˙) = 2 − 2g(Σ˙) −m, so
g(Σ˙) = 1 − m < 0, which is impossible. It follows that every component of the
domain of u maps diffeomorphically onto Σ˙′.
Conversely, suppose that u : Σ˙ → X̂ is such a cover of a plane v : Σ˙′ → X̂ with
a positive end at a hyperbolic orbit γ and such that ind(v) = I(v) = 0. As above,
we choose the trivialization τ of γ∗ξ such that c1(v
∗ξ, τ) = 0. Then 0 = ind(v) =
µτ (γ) − 1, so µτ (γ) = 1. Thus, 0 = I(v) = Qτ (v) + 1, so Qτ (v) = −1. The
relative self-intersection number Qτ is quadratic under taking multiple covers (see
the discussion in [Hu2, Section 3.5]), so Qτ (u) = −d
2 and
I(u) = −d2 +
d∑
i=1
i = −
(
d
2
)
,
as desired. 
Definition 5.1.2. We refer to an unbranched, disconnected, negative-index cover
of a plane as in Lemma 5.1.1 as a degenerate cover of said plane.
Lemma 5.1.3. Let γ be an orbit set with A(β) < A(γ). If u ∈ M0,0X (γ,β) is
multiply covered, then u is an immersion and the underlying somewhere injective
curve is a J-holomorphic cylinder with ECH index 0 and no negative ends.
Proof. Assume first that u is a d-fold cover, d ≥ 2, of a somewhere injective
curve v : Σ˙′ → X̂. Since ind(u) = 0, Lemma 2.5.2 implies that u is necessarily
an unbranched cover of v. Since β is an ECH generator, it follows immediately
that u has no negative ends. Since I(u) = 0, the inequality (5.1.1) implies that
2g(Σ˙′)−2+h(v) ≤ 0. Thus, h(v) = 1 or 2. If h(v) = 1, then v is a plane and, by the
arguments in the proof of Lemma 5.1.1, either I(u) > 0 or I(u) < 0. It follows that
h(v) = 2, v is a cylinder, and I(v) = 0. Thus, v is embedded, so u is an immersion.
Clearly v has no negative ends. 
5.2. Canceling degenerations. Now we prove a sequence of lemmas that elimi-
nates various cases in our analysis of ∂M
1,1
X (α,β) by showing that certain types of
buildings occur in canceling pairs. Given a two-level building in the boundary, we
say that the negative orbit set of the top level is the intermediate orbit set of
the building.
Lemma 5.2.1. The symplectization level of a building in ∂M
1,1
X (α,β) is somewhere
injective.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that the building is of the form u0 ∪ [u1].
If [u1] is multiply covered, Lemma 2.5.2 implies that it is a branched cover of a
trivial cylinder in (R × Y+)/R, contradicting the assumption that its positive orbit
set α is a generator of the ECH chain complex for (Y+, λ+). 
Lemma 5.2.2. The top level of a building in ∂M
1,1
X (α,β) has non-negative ECH
index.
Proof. First assume that the building is of the form u0 ∪ [u1], so that ind(u1) = 1.
Then [u1] is somewhere injective by Lemma 5.2.1, so I(u1) ≥ 1 by (1.2.1).
Now assume that the building is of the form [u−1] ∪ u0, so that ind(u0) = 0. If
I(u0) < 0, then u0 must contain a degenerate cover of a plane by Lemma 5.1.1.
The underlying embedded plane cannot have a negative end since X̂ is exact; see
the proof of [BH1, Lemma 3.4.2]. Hence, α must contain a Reeb orbit with mul-
tiplicity greater than 1, which contradicts the assumption that it is a generator of
ECC(Y+, λ+, J+). 
Lemma 5.2.3. The count of buildings in ∂M
1,1
X (α,β) where the bottom level has
non-negative ECH index and such that the intermediate orbit set γ has at least one
orbit of multiplicity greater than 1 is even.
Proof. First assume that the building is of the form u0 ∪ [u1]. Then [u1] is some-
where injective by Lemma 5.2.1 and I(u1) ≥ 1 by the proof of Lemma 5.2.2. Since
I(u0) ≥ 0 and I(u0) + I(u1) = 1, we see that in fact I(u1) = 1 and I(u0) = 0. By
Corollary 4.0.2, [u1] satisfies the ECH partition conditions, and hence so does u0
since its negative orbit set β is a generator of ECC(Y−, λ−, J−). But then the mul-
tiply covered components of u0 are unbranched covers of cylinders with no negative
ends by Lemma 5.1.3, and the count of such buildings is even.
Now assume that the building is of the form [u−1]∪u0. Then [u−1] is somewhere
injective by Lemma 5.2.1, so by (1.2.1), I(u−1) ≥ ind(u−1) = 1. Since I(u0) ≥ 0
by Lemma 5.2.2, the same argument as above implies that I(u−1) = ind(u−1) = 1
and I(u0) = 0. By Corollary 4.0.2, [u−1] satisfies the ECH partition conditions. If
u0 is multiply covered, then its multiply covered components are unbranched covers
of cylinders with no negative ends by Lemma 5.1.3. But then α cannot be a gen-
erator of ECC(Y+, λ+, J+), and we have reached a contradiction. Hence u0 is also
somewhere injective. Since γ contains a hyperbolic orbit with multiplicity greater
than 1, u0 must either have multiple negative ends with multiplicity 1 asymptotic
to the same positive hyperbolic orbit or at least one negative end with multiplicity
2 asymptotic to a double cover of a negative hyperbolic orbit. In either case, the
count of such buildings is even. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3.2. Note that the building must be of the form u0 ∪ [u1]. Let
γ denote the intermediate orbit set, and let nγ denote the multiplicity of the orbit
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γ in γ. By Lemma 5.1.1, u0 must contain a multiply covered component that is
a degenerate cover of a plane. Let Γ˜+(u0) denote the set of orbits γ in γ such
that u0 contains a degenerate cover of a plane whose positive end is at γ. For each
γ ∈ Γ˜+(u0), let mγ denote the multiplicity of the covering of the plane with its
positive end at γ. By Theorem 1.2.5,
(5.2.1) I(u1) ≥ 1 +
∑
γ∈Γ˜+(u0)
(
mγ
2
)
and
(5.2.2) I(u0) ≥ −
∑
γ∈Γ˜+(u0)
(
mγ
2
)
.
Since I(u0) + I(u1) = 1, both inequalities must in fact be equalities. Thus, u0
satisfies the ECH partition conditions except for degenerate covers of planes at
orbits in Γ˜+(u0).
We claim that buildings where u0 contains other multiply covered components
occur in canceling pairs. Any multiple covers besides the degenerate ones have non-
negative ECH index. Covers with ECH index 0 are unbranched covers of cylinders
with no negative ends satisfying the partition conditions, and buildings containing
such curves occur in canceling pairs. There are no multiply covered components of u0
with positive ECH index, as then the inequality (5.2.2) is strict and I(u0)+I(u1) > 1.
We now claim that buildings where there exists a γ ∈ Γ˜+(u0) with mγ < nγ
occur in canceling pairs. So assume that such a γ exists. If u0 has a non-planar
component with a positive end asymptotic to γk for k odd or k ≥ 4 even, then
(5.2.1) is a strict inequality and I(u0) + I(u1) > 1. The buildings where u0 has
a non-planar component with a positive end asymptotic to γ2 occur in canceling
pairs.
Finally, we claim that every Reeb orbit γ in Γ+(u0) \ Γ˜+(u0) has multiplicity 1
or else the building is part of a canceling pair. So let u0 ∪ [u1] be a building such
that some γ in Γ+(u0) \ Γ˜+(u0) has multiplicity greater than 1. By Theorem 1.2.5,
the negative ends of [u1] at covers of γ satisfy the ECH partition conditions. If γ is
positive hyperbolic, there are at least two negative ends of [u1] of multiplicity 1 at
γ, and such buildings occur in canceling pairs. If γ is negative hyperbolic, there is
at least one negative end of [u1] at γ
2, and such buildings again occur in canceling
pairs. 
6. Obstruction Bundle Gluing
In this section, we set up the gluing machinery in preparation for the proof of
Theorem 1.4.5 in Section 7. We first review the prototypical gluing problem from
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Section 1. Recall that (Y+, λ+) is a smooth 3-manifold with an L-supersimple con-
tact form and u1 : Σ˙→ R×Y+ is an embedded J-holomorphic curve with Fredholm
index 1 such that
(1) the positive orbit set of u1 is an ECH generator α with A(α) < L;
(2) the negative ends of u1 are asymptotic to an orbit set β in which each Reeb
orbit has multiplicity 1 except for a single negative hyperbolic orbit β0;
(3) u1 has n negative ends at β0, each with multiplicity 1;
(4) I(u1) = 1 +
(n
2
)
.
Recall that, for each n ≥ 3, we set Mn = M(1, 1, . . . , 1 | 1, 1, . . . , 1, 3), where there
are n positive ends of multiplicity 1, n − 3 negative ends of multiplicity 1, and one
negative end of multiplicity 3. We wish to glue branched covers in Mn to the curve
u1 above. Note that each branched cover in Mn has total branching index 2n − 4.
Proposition 6.0.1. [Ro, Proposition 5.2.2] Let (Y, λ) be a non-degenerate contact
3-manifold and let J be a generic R-invariant almost complex structure on R × Y .
Let α be a negative hyperbolic Reeb orbit of λ and let u be a branched cover of the
trivial cylinder R×α in R× Y . If u has k branch points, counted with multiplicity,
then ind(u) = k and dimCokerDNu = k. In particular, the obstruction bundle
O → [R,∞)× (Mn/R) has rank 2n− 4.
Proof. The computation of ind(u) follows immediately from Lemma 2.5.2. From
[We, Theorem 3], we know that dimKerDNu = dimKerD∂J − 2k = 0. From the
computation immediately preceding that theorem, we also know that ind(DNu ) =
ind(u)− 2k = −k, so dimCokerDNu = k. 
Notation 6.0.2. For any two subsets {p1, . . . , pn} and {q1, . . . , qn−2} of C, where
the pi and qj are pairwise distinct, we set
A(z) =
n∏
i=1
(z − pi), A(z) =
n−2∏
i=1
(z − pi), B(z) =
n−2∏
i=2
(z − qi),
Ak(z) =
n∏
i=1
i 6=k
(z − pi), Ak(z) =
n−2∏
i=1
i 6=k
(z − pi), Bk(z) =
n−2∏
i=2
i 6=k
(z − qi).
Note that we suppress the dependence on n for the functions considered above.
6.1. Parametrization of the moduli space. We parametrize the reduced mod-
uli space Mn/R by choosing a smooth section of the bundle Mn → Mn/R in
the following way. Curves in Mn have genus 0, so the domain for each map is
a punctured Riemann sphere Ĉ \ (P+ ∪ P−), where P+ = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} and
P− = {q1, q2, . . . , qn−2} are the (disjoint) sets of positive and negative punctures
and q1 is the multiplicity 3 negative puncture. View Ĉ as C ∪ {∞}, fix the positive
punctures pn−1 and pn in C, and fix the negative puncture q1 to be the point at
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infinity. The other punctures p1, . . . , pn−2, q2, . . . , qn−2 are free to move in C. Then
the data consisting of the punctures p1, . . . , pn−2, q2, . . . , qn−2 ∈ C and θ ∈ R/6πZ
are sent to the map
u : C \
(
P+ ∪ P−
)
→ C∗
z 7→ eiθ
B(z)
A(z)
.
Roughly speaking, changing the parameter θ simultaneously rotates the branch
points of u in the S1-factor of the image cylinder.
The asymptotic marker τi ∈ S
1 at each puncture is determined as follows. For
each positive puncture pi, there is an ǫ > 0 and a complex-valued function f(t),
0 < t < ǫ, such that lim
t→0+
f(t) = 0 and u(pi + f(t)) = e
1/t. Then
(6.1.1) τi = lim
t→0+
f(t)
|f(t)|
= eiθ
B(pi)
Ai(pi)
∣∣∣∣ B(pi)Ai(pi)
∣∣∣∣−1 .
For each negative puncture qj, j = 2, . . . , n − 2, there is an ǫ > 0 and a complex-
valued function f(t), 0 < t < ǫ, such that f(t) → 0 as t → 0+ and u(qj + f(t)) =
e−1/t. Then
τ−j = lim
t→0+
f(t)
|f(t)|
= e−iθ
A(qj)
Bj(qj)
∣∣∣∣ A(qj)Bj(qj)
∣∣∣∣−1 .
For q1, there is an ǫ > 0 and a complex-valued function f(t), 0 < t < ǫ, such that
f(t)→ 0 as t→ 0+ and u(f(t)−1) = e−1/t. Then
τ3−1 = lim
t→0+
f(t)
|f(t)|
= e−iθ.
6.2. The obstruction sections. Recall that Hutchings-Taubes define a linearized
obstruction section that is homotopic to the full obstruction section and whose
zero set is much easier to compute [HT1, HT2]. We define a Z+-indexed family of
sections sm, all homotopic to each other and to s, such that s1 is the analogue of
the Hutchings-Taubes linearized section in our setting.1 In Section 7, we show that
the count of zeros of s and s1 are the same.
Te define sm, let m ∈ Z+ and assume that the positive ends of u and the negative
ends of u+ are labeled so that the i
th positive end of [u] ∈ Mn/R matches up with
the ith negative end of u1. We first restrict our attention to the i
th positive end
of u. Consider the asymptotic expansion of u1 over its i
th negative end, written
in cylindrical coordinates, and let Πi,mu1 denote its projection onto the m leading
eigenspaces of the asymptotic operator Aβ0 from Section 3.1. Let σ ∈ Coker(D
N
u )
1Hutchings-Taubes use s0 to denote the linearized obstruction section. However, since we use a
Z+-indexed family of sections, it makes more sense for us to denote the linearized section by s1.
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and let σi denote the restriction of σ to the i
th positive end of u, written in cylindrical
coordinates. Then set
sm(T, u)(σ) =
n∑
i=1
〈Πi,mu1, σi(T, · )〉.
Notation 6.2.1. We denote the zero set s−1m (0) by Zm. We denote the zero set
s
−1(0) of the full obstruction section by Z.
6.3. A basis for the cokernel. We now choose a convenient basis for the space
Coker(DNu ), which we identify with Ker(D
N
u )
∗. If σ ∈ Coker(DNu ) and τ is a triv-
ialization of ξ over β0, let ρτ (σi) denote the asymptotic winding number of σ
restricted to the ith positive end of u in the trivialization τ , defined as follows. On
the ith positive end, write σ = σi⊗ (ds− idt) in cylindrical coordinates. Then ρτ (σi)
is defined as the winding number of the leading asymptotic eigenfunction in the
series expansion of σi. Recall from [HWZ, Section 3] that, for each positive end of
u, we have 2ρτ (σi) ≥ µτ (β0) and for each negative end, we have 2ρτ (σi) ≤ µτ (β0).
Lemma 6.3.1. If u ∈ Mn, where n ≥ 3, and σ ∈ Coker(D
N
u ), then
∣∣#σ−1(0)∣∣ ≤
n− 3, where the zeros of σ are counted with multiplicities.
Proof. Note that every zero of σ has negative multiplicity and that
χ(Σ˙) = 4− 2n.
On the ends of u, write
ρτ (σi) =
⌈
µτ (β0)
2
⌉
+ ki for i > 0,
ρτ (σj) =
⌊
µτ (β0)
2
⌋
− kj for j = −2, . . . ,−(n− 2), and
ρτ (σ−1) =
⌊
µτ (β
3
0)
2
⌋
− k−1.
Then, choosing τ so that µτ (β0) = 1, we have
0 ≥ #σ−1(0)
= χ(Σ˙) +
n∑
i=1
ρτ (σi)−
n−2∑
j=1
ρτ (σ−j)
= 3− n+
n∑
i=1
ki +
n−2∑
j=1
k−j
≥ 3− n,
as claimed. 
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Remark 6.3.2. The proof of Lemma 6.3.1 also shows that a cokernel element σ
cannot be too degenerate at the ends. More precisely, we have
(6.3.1) 0 ≤
∣∣#σ−1(0)∣∣+ n∑
i=1
ki +
n−2∑
j=1
k−j ≤ n− 3.
Proposition 6.3.3. There exists a basis σ1, σ2, . . . , σ2n−5, σ2n−4 for Ker(DNu )
∗
such that, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 2, the projection of {σ2i−1, σ2i} to the lead-
ing eigenspace on the jth positive end of u is a basis for that eigenspace if j = i,
n− 1, or n and vanishes otherwise.
Proof. Let σ1, σ2, . . . , σ2n−5, σ2n−4 be a basis for Ker(DNu )
∗. We give an algorithm
to converting this basis into one with the desired properties.
First, note that there must be a pair of basis elements whose projections to the
leading eigenspace on the positive end labeled 1 are linearly independent. For if not,
then row reduction yields a cokernel element σ with k1 ≥ n − 2, which contradicts
Remark 6.3.2. After possibly relabeling the elements of the basis, we may assume
that σ1 and σ2 are the above basis elements. By subtracting appropriate multiples
of σ1 and σ2 from the other basis elements, we may assume that k1 ≥ 1 for each σ
i
with i 6= 1, 2.
Assume that the elements σ1, σ2, . . . , σ2ℓ−1, σ2ℓ are such that, for i = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ,
the projection of {σ2i−1, σ2i} to the leading eigenspace on the jth positive end
of u, is a basis for that eigenspace if j = i and vanishes if 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ and
j 6= i. Assume also that, for each σi with i = 2ℓ + 1, 2ℓ + 2, . . . , 2n − 5, 2n − 4,
we have kj ≥ 1 for j = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ. There must be a pair of vectors among
σ2ℓ+1, σ2ℓ+2, . . . , σ2n−5, σ2n−4 whose projections to the leading eigenspace on the
positive end labeled ℓ+ 1 are linearly independent. For if not, row reduction yields
a cokernel element σ with
∑ℓ+1
j=1 kj ≥ n− 2, which contradicts Remark 6.3.2. After
possibly relabeling σ2ℓ+1, σ2ℓ+2, . . . , σ2n−5, σ2n−4, we may assume that σ2ℓ+1 and
σ2ℓ+2 are the above basis elements. By subtracting appropriate multiples of σ2ℓ+1
and σ2ℓ+2 from σ2ℓ+3, σ2ℓ+4, . . . , σ2n−5, σ2n−4, we may assume that kℓ+1 ≥ 1 for
each σi with i 6= 2ℓ+ 1, 2ℓ + 2.
After step n− 2 of this algorithm, we arrive at our desired basis. 
6.4. Deformation of the asymptotic operator. To make our calculations easier,
we now replace the elements of Coker(Dnu), which we identify with Ker(D
N
u )
∗, with
meromorphic (0, 1)-forms by perturbing the asymptotic operator Aβk
0
for covers of
β0. First, define a homotopy of the asymptotic operator by
Aβk
0
,ν = −j0
∂
∂t
−
(
π 0
0 π
)
− (1− ν)
(
0 ǫ
ǫ 0
)
,
where ν ∈ [0, 1]. We remark here that the coordinate system we use in a neigh-
borhood of β0 differs from the one given in Theorem 2.5.1 in that we identify
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(2π, x, y) ∼ (0, x, y). When k is odd, the operator is non-degenerate throughout the
homotopy. However, when k is even, the operator is non-degenerate when 0 ≤ ν < 1
and singular when ν = 1. More precisely, let λ+,ν denote the smallest positive eigen-
value of Aβk
0
,ν and λ−,ν the largest negative eigenvalue. Then both λ+,ν and λ−,ν
monotonically converge to 0 as ν → 1.
We correct for the degeneration when k is even by putting asymptotic weights
δν = (δν , . . . , δν) on our Sobolev spaces for (D
N
u )
∗, where δν = (1− ν)λ−,0+ νδ and
δ is a sufficiently small positive real number that depends on n. When ν = 1, the
operator (DNu )
∗ is complex-linear, and the elements of Ker(DNu )
∗ can be written as
σi(s, t)⊗ (ds− idt) in cylindrical coordinates over the i
th positive end, where σi(s, t)
satisfies the equation
(σi)s − i(σi)t +
1
2
σi = 0.
If we set ηi(s, t) = e
−s/2σi(s, t) over such an end, we see that ηi is anti-meromorphic
in the usual sense. Finally, we single out the real 1-dimensional subspace of the
0-eigenspace of Aβk
0
,1 that corresponds to the λ+, 0-eigenspace of Aβk
0
,0 by requir-
ing that the leading eigenfunction in the asymptotic expansion of η near an even-
multiplicity end be a real scalar multiple of the vector in C representing the stable
direction of βk0 for all t. We say that the leading eigenfunction follows the stable
direction of βk0 .
Definition 6.4.1. Ameromorphic (0, 1)-form η is a replacement for σ ∈ Ker(DNu )
∗
if, in cylindrical coordinates (s, t) near each puncture, we have η(s, t) = e−s/2σ(s, t).
Remark 6.4.2. The point of using replacements instead of using elements of Ker(DNu )
∗
directly is that we can write down explicit expressions for replacements and hence
explicit equations for the zero sets Zm and Z.
6.5. The gluing problem. We now write down a collection of meromorphic (0, 1)-
forms on Σ˙ that are replacements, in the sense of Definition 6.4.1, for the basis for
Ker(DNu )
∗ from Proposition 6.3.3.
Notation 6.5.1. Set
Qk(z) =
Ak(z)
B(z)
for k = 1, . . . , n− 2,
(6.5.1) ri =
B(pi)
Ai(pi)
for i = 1, . . . , n,
r−1 = 1,
and
r−j =
A(qj)
Bj(qj)
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for j = 2, . . . , n− 2. Note that τi|ri| = e
iθri for i > 0, τ−j|r−j | = e
−iθr−j for j ≥ 2,
and τ−1|r−1| = e
−iθ/3r−1.
Proposition 6.5.2. The meromorphic (0, 1)-forms
ηk(z) = Qk(z)dz¯
are replacements for a basis of Ker(DNu )
∗ as constructed in Proposition 6.3.3.
Proof. Near pi, we have z = pi + τie
−s˜−it, where (s˜, t) ∈ [R,∞)× (R/2πZ). Hence
u(z) = eiθes˜+it
B(pi + e
−s˜−it)
Ai(pi + e−s˜−it)
,
so
log |u(z)| = s˜+ log
∣∣∣∣ B(pi + e−s˜−it)Ai(pi + e−s˜−it)
∣∣∣∣ .
Recall that we require u(s, t) = (s, t, u˜(s, t)) in cylindrical coordinates. Thus, we
must change our s˜-coordinate to
s = s˜+ log
∣∣∣∣ B(pi + e−s˜−it)Ai(pi + e−s˜−it)
∣∣∣∣ .
If s˜≫ 0, we have
s ≈ s˜+ log
∣∣∣∣ B(pi)Ai(pi)
∣∣∣∣ = s˜+ log |ri|,
and consequently z ≈ pi+τi|ri|e
−s−it = pi+rie
−s−it near pi. A similar change must
be made in cylindrical coordinates around the negative punctures qj, j = 2, . . . , n−2.
Now fix a value of k. We claim that each ηk has winding number 1 at pk, pn−1,
and pn, has winding number 2 at all other pi, has winding number 1 at q1, and has
winding number 0 at all other qj.
If we change to cylindrical coordinates around pk, we can write z = pk+ τke
−s−it,
(s, t) ∈ [R,∞)× (R/2πZ). Then the first term in the asymptotic expansion of ηk in
the coordinates (s˜, t) is approximately
−e−iθrkQk(pk)e
−s˜+it ⊗ (ds˜− idt),
which has winding number 1. Similarly, the winding number of ηk it cylindrical
coordinates on the positive ends at pn−1 and pn is also 1. The first term in the
asymptotic expansion of ηk vanishes in cylindrical coordinates around pi, i 6= k, n−
1, n, and the winding number at each of those ends is 2.
If we change to cylindrical coordinates around qj, j = 2, . . . , n − 2, we can write
z = qj+τ−je
s+it, (s, t) ∈ (−∞,−R]×(R/2πZ). Then the first term in the asymptotic
expansion of ηk in the coordinates (s˜, t) is approximately
Ak(qj)
Bj(qj)
⊗ (ds˜ − idt),
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which has winding number 0. For q1, if we change coordinates to ζ = z
−1, we see
that
ηk = −
1
ζ
2
Ak(ζ)
B(ζ)
dζ¯.
Hence, if we change to cylindrical coordinates around ζ = 0, we can write z =
τ−1e
(s+it)/3, (s, t) ∈ (−∞,−R] × (R/6πZ). Then the first term in the asymptotic
expansion of ηk in the coordinates (s˜, t) is approximately
−e−iθ/3e(−s˜+it)/3 ⊗ (ds˜ − idt),
which has winding number 1. 
Notation 6.5.3. For each ℓ ≥ 1, set
(6.5.2)
Bℓ =
1
(ℓ− 1)!

dℓ−1Q1
dzℓ−1
(p1) · · ·
dℓ−1Q1
dzℓ−1
(pn)
...
. . .
...
dℓ−1Qn−2
dzℓ−1
(p1) · · ·
dℓ−1Qn−2
dzℓ−1
(pn)
 and vℓ = eiℓθe−ℓT
r
ℓ
1α1,ℓ
...
rℓnαn,ℓ
 .
Corollary 6.5.4. If R≫ 0, the section sm on [R,∞)×(Mn/R) is close to a section
whose zero set is defined by
(6.5.3)
m∑
ℓ=1
Bℓvℓ = 0.
Proof. We make the same change to the s-coordinate near a positive puncture as in
Proposition 6.5.2. Near pi, we have
ηk(z) =
[
∞∑
ℓ=1
1
(ℓ− 1)!
dℓ−1Qk
dzℓ−1
(pi)(z − pi)
ℓ−1
]
dz
= −
[
∞∑
ℓ=1
1
(ℓ− 1)!
dℓ−1Qk
dzℓ−1
(pi)τ
ℓ
i e
−ℓ(s+it)
]
⊗ (ds + idt)
≈ −
[
∞∑
ℓ=1
1
(ℓ− 1)!
dℓ−1Qk
dzℓ−1
(pi)τ
ℓ
i e
−ℓ(s˜−log |ri|+it)
]
⊗ (ds˜ + idt)
= −
[
∞∑
ℓ=1
1
(ℓ− 1)!
dℓ−1Qk
dzℓ−1
(pi)τ
ℓ
i |ri|
ℓe−ℓ(s˜+it)
]
⊗ (ds˜+ idt)
= −
[
∞∑
ℓ=1
1
(ℓ− 1)!
dℓ−1Qk
dzℓ−1
(pi)e
iℓθrℓie
−ℓ(s˜+it)
]
⊗ (ds˜+ idt)
Since the obstruction bundleO is complex in this case, we can, following Hutchings-
Taubes [HT1] identify the section sm with a section s
C
m defined by
s
C
m(T, u)(σ) = sm(T, u)(σ) + ism(T, u)(−iσ).
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As noted in [HT1], the definition of sCm is equivalent to the replacing the real inner
products in the original definition with complex inner products. We identify sm
with its complexification and compute
sm(T, [u])(ηk) =
n∑
j=1
〈
m∑
ℓ=1
αj,ℓe
iℓt,−
∞∑
ℓ=1
1
(ℓ− 1)!
dℓ−1Qk
dzℓ−1
(pj)rℓje
−iℓθe−ℓT eℓit
〉
= −
n∑
j=1
m∑
ℓ=1
1
(ℓ− 1)!
dℓ−1Qk
dzℓ−1
(pj)r
ℓ
je
iℓθe−ℓTαj,ℓ,
which is the kth component of −
∑m
ℓ=1Bℓvℓ. 
Remark 6.5.5. It will be useful in Appendix A to note that the partial fraction
decomposition of Qi is
Qi(z) = 1−
n−2∑
k=2
Ai(qk)
Bk(qk)
1
qk − z
.
Corollary 6.5.6. The equations
(6.5.4) (pn−1 − pn)αk,1 − (pk − pn)αn−1,1 + (pk − pn−1)αn,1 = 0,
k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 2, determine Z1. Moreover, if (T, [u]) ∈ Z1, then p1, p2, . . . , pn−2
are determined by pn−1, pn, and the coefficients α1,1, α2,1, . . . , αn,1.
Proof. We use the notation ri from Notation 6.5.1. Note that Qk(pi) = 0 when
i 6= k, n − 1, or n. Note also that, when m = 1, (6.5.3) has an overall factor of
e−T eiθ. Thus, (6.5.3) reduces to
0 = Qk(pk)rkαk,1 +Qk(pn−1)rn−1αn−1,1 +Qk(pn)rnαn,1
=
αk,1
(pk − pn−1)(pk − pn)
+
αn−1,1
(pn−1 − pk)(pn−1 − pn)
+
αn,1
(pn − pk)(pn − pn−1)
,
k = 1, . . . , n − 2, which is equivalent to (6.5.4). 
6.6. The auxiliary gluing problem. There is one case in Theorem 1.3.2 that
is not addressed by the prototypical gluing problem: the case where the curve in
X̂ has a double cover of a plane, where we must glue a branched cover with two
multiplicity 1 positive ends and one multiplicity 2 negative end. Accordingly, we
now calculate the zero set of the obstruction section for the moduli spaceM(1, 1 | 2).
This calculation is slightly different, due to the presence of the multiplicity 2 negative
end. To begin, let M denote the moduli space M(1, 1 | 2). Any u ∈ M has one
simple branch point, and we can and do make the identification M = R/4πZ. Note
that ind(u) = dimCoker(DNu ) = 1.
The obstruction bundle O has rank 1. Choose a trivialization τ of ξ over β0 so
that µτ (β0) = 1, as before. Any element σ ∈ Ker(D
N
u )
∗ satisfies
0 ≥ #σ−1(0) = χ(Σ˙) + ρτ (σ1) + ρτ (σ2)− ρτ (σ−1) ≥ 0.
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Thus, every non-zero element of Ker(DNu )
∗ is non-vanishing.
We parametrize M in the following way. Fix the positive puncture p1 = 1, set
p2 = −p1 −−1, and let the negative puncture lie at infinity. Then send θ ∈ R/4πZ
to
uθ : C \ {±p, 0} → C
∗
z 7→
eiθ
z2 − 1
.
The markers at the positive ends are given by τ1 = e
iθ and τ2 = −e
iθ, while the
marker at the negative end is determined by τ2−1 = e
−iθ. The meromorphic (0, 1)-
form
ηθ(z) = e
−iθ/2dz¯
is a replacement for a spanning element of Ker(DNuθ )
∗. In particular, it follows the
stable direction at the negative end.
To compute the zero set Z1, note that, up to a real scalar multiple, we have
s1(uθ)(ηθ) =
〈
α1,−e
iθ/2
〉
+
〈
α2, e
iθ/2
〉
=
〈
α2 − α1, e
−iθ/2
〉
.
Thus, there are two values of θ ∈ R/4πZ that such that s1(uθ)(ηθ) = 0.
The branched covers corresponding to these two values of θ differ only in the
choice of asymptotic marker at the negative end. Thus, the two curves we obtain
by gluing also differ only in the choice of asymptotic marker at the multiplicity 2
negative end in question. Moduli spaces for ECH consist of holomorphic currents
that are not asymptotically marked, so we have over-counted by a factor of 2.
6.7. Non-Gluing Results. We now show that the linearized obstruction section
for certain branched covers of R × β0 never has zeros; these results are used in the
proof of Lemma 8.2.1. We assume that the coefficients αj,1 used in the definition of
the linearized section are all distinct and non-zero.
Notation 6.7.1. Let n ≥ 2 and let a1, . . . , ak be any positive integers that sum
to n. Let Mg,n,1(a1, . . . , ak) be the moduli space of genus g ≥ 0 branched covers
of R × β0 with k positive ends with multiplicities a1, . . . , ak and n negative ends
all with multiplicity 1. Let Mg,n,2(a1, . . . , ak) be the moduli space of genus g ≥ 0
branched covers of R × β0 with k positive ends with multiplicities a1, . . . , ak, one
negative end with multiplicity 3, and n− 3 negative ends all with multiplicity 1. In
either case, we let ℓ be the number of aj that are odd and order the positive ends
so that a1, . . . , aℓ are odd and aℓ+1, . . . , ak are even.
Proposition 6.7.2. The linearized obstruction sections overMg,n,1(a1, . . . , ak) and
Mg,n,2(a1, . . . , ak) have no zeros for any n ≥ 2, any g ≥ 0, and any positive integers
a1, . . . , ak that sum to n and such that ℓ < n.
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We prove Proposition 6.7.2 by exhibiting, for each relevant branched cover u, an
element σ ∈ Ker(DNu )
∗ such that s0(u)(σ) 6= 0. We begin by describing the space of
replacements for such σ.
Lemma 6.7.3. Let u : Σ˙→ R× Y+ be a branched cover in M
g,n,1(a1, . . . , ak) with
ℓ < k, where ℓ is as in Notation 6.7.1. Every element σ ∈ Ker(DNu )
∗ has a replace-
ment in the space Vg,n,1 of meromorphic (0, 1)-forms on Σ with a pole of order at
most 1 at each point corresponding to a negative puncture and, for all j = 1, . . . , k, a
zero of order at least ⌈
aj
2 ⌉−1 at the point corresponding to the j
th positive puncture.
The map Ker(DNu )
∗ → Λ0,1T ∗Σ that sends σ ∈ Ker(DNu )
∗ to its replacement is an
isomorphism onto a real subspace of Vg,n,2 with real codimension k − ℓ.
Proof. Let πR : R × Y+ → R be the projection onto the R-factor and define s =
πR◦u : Σ˙→ R. After perturbing the asymptotic operator as in Section 6.4, multiply-
ing an element σ ∈ Ker(DNu )
∗ by e−s/2 yields a (0, 1)-form that is anti-meromorphic
away from the level sets of s. Continuity then implies that e−s/2σ is globally anti-
meromorphic on Σ˙, and we define our map as σ 7→ e−s/2σ. The proof of Proposi-
tion 6.5.2 shows that, in cylindrical coordinates, the form dz¯ has winding number 1
around a point corresponding to a positive puncture and winding number −1 around
a point corresponding to a negative puncture. The first statement in the lemma now
follows.
The map Ker(DNu )
∗ → Λ0,1T ∗Σ is real-linear and injective. The space Vg,n,1 is
isomorphic to L(K −D), where K is a canonical divisor of Σ,
D =
k∑
j=1
(⌈aj
2
⌉
− 1
)
pj −
n∑
j=1
qj,
and L(K − D) is the space of meromorphic functions f on Σ with (f) ≥ D − K.
Since ℓ < n,
deg(D) = −k −
n− ℓ
2
< 0,
so by the Riemann-Roch theorem,
dimC Vg,n,1 = dimC L(K −D) =
n− ℓ
2
+ k + g − 1.
Branched covers u ∈Mg,n,1(a1, . . . , ak) have exactly 2g+k+n−2 branch points.
Thus, the argument used in the proof of Proposition 6.0.1 shows that dimRKerD
N
u =
0 and ind(DNu ) = ind(u)−2(k+n+2g−2) = 2−2g−k−n. Hence, dimRKer(D
N
u )
∗ =
n+ k + 2g − 2. The second statement in the lemma now follows. 
A small modification of the proof of Lemma 6.7.3 proves the following lemma.
Lemma 6.7.4. Let u : Σ˙→ R× Y+ be a branched cover in M
g,n,2(a1, . . . , ak) with
ℓ < k, where ℓ is as in Notation 6.7.1. Every element σ ∈ Ker(DNu )
∗ has a replace-
ment in the space Vg,n,2 of meromorphic (0, 1)-forms on Σ with a pole of order at
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most 2 at the point corresponding to the multiplicity 3 negative puncture, a pole of
order at most 1 at each other point corresponding to a negative puncture and, for all
j = 1, . . . , k, a zero of order at least ⌈
aj
2 ⌉ − 1 at the point corresponding to the j
th
positive puncture. The map Ker(DNu )
∗ → Λ0,1T ∗Σ that sends σ ∈ Ker(DNu )
∗ to its
replacement is an isomorphism onto a real subspace of Vg,n,2 with real codimension
k − ℓ.
Proof of Proposition 6.7.2. First, we consider the linearized section over the moduli
space Mg,n,1(a1, . . . , ak). Given u ∈ M
g,n,1(a1, . . . , ak) with domain Σ˙, it suffices
to exhibit an element σ ∈ Ker(DNu )
∗ with winding number ⌈ak2 ⌉ at the k
th positive
end and with winding number greater than ⌈
aj
2 ⌉ at the j
th positive end for all
j = 1, . . . , k − 1. Recall the divisor D from the proof of Lemma 6.7.3 and consider
the divisors
D1 = D +
k−1∑
j=1
pj and D2 = D +
k∑
j=1
pj.
Since ℓ < n, both D1 and D2 have negative degree, and the Riemann-Roch theorem
implies that
dimC(L(K −D1)/L(K −D2)) = 1,
where K is a canonical divisor on Σ. Let η′ be a meromorphic 1-form on Σ corre-
sponding to an element of L(K −D1) that remains non-zero in the quotient. If ak
is even, we can multiply η′ by a complex number to get a form η such that η is in
the image of the map Ker(DNu )
∗ → Λ0,1T ∗Σ from Lemma 6.7.3. We then take σ to
be the element in Ker(DNu )
∗ corresponding to η. The proof for Mg,n,2(a1, . . . , ak)
is a small modification of the previous argument. 
Proposition 6.7.5. The linearized obstruction section over M0,n,1(1, . . . , 1), where
the branched covers have n positive ends all with multiplicity 1, has no zeros for any
n ≥ 2.
Proof. Let u ∈ M0,n,1(1, . . . , 1). Label the positive ends by 1, . . . , n and denote the
corresponding positive punctures by p1, . . . , pn. Denote the negative punctures by
q1, . . . , qn. Note that dimRKer(D
N
u )
∗ = 2n − 2. Using the row-reduction strategy
from the proof of Proposition 6.3.3, we can find a basis {σ1, σ2, . . . , σ2n−3σ2n−4} for
Ker(DNu )
∗ such that for k = 0, . . . , n− 1, the projections of σ2k+1 and σ2k+2 to the
leading eigenspace on the jth positive end are linearly independent for j = k and
j = n and vanish otherwise. Viewing the obstruction bundle as a complex vector
bundle, we see that the meromorphic (0, 1)-form
η =
(z¯ − p¯2) · · · (z¯ − p¯n)
(z¯ − q¯1) · · · (z¯ − q¯n)
dz¯
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is a replacement for an element of Ker(DNu )
∗, and thus
s1(u)(η) =
α1,1 − αn,1
p1 − pn
6= 0,
as desired. 
7. Gluing Models and Evaluation Map Calculations
In this section, we construct models for the curves obtained after performing the
gluing procedure from Section 6. We then use those models to compute the degree
of certain evaluation maps and prove Theorem 1.4.5. Throughout this section, we
identify [u] ∈ Mn/R with the representative determined by the parametrization
from Section 6.
7.1. Gluing models. Assume that the point (T, [u]) ∈ [R,∞) × (Mn/R) glues to
u1. Denote by u#u1 the curve obtained by gluing. Part of the domain of u#u1
can be identified with the Riemann surface Σ1 obtained from the domain Σ˙ of the
branched cover u by truncating the positive ends at height T . Over Σ1, we can write
u#u1 as the graph of a section ν of the pullback of the normal bundle of the trivial
cylinder R×β0 in R×Y+. Since the normal bundle is a trivial complex holomorphic
line bundle, we can view ν as a complex-valued function on Σ1. By the argument
used to prove Lemma 6.7.3, we may assume that ν is genuinely holomorphic away
from the punctures. We view Σ1 as the extended complex plane Ĉ with a finite
number of disks removed. Using the analysis in the proof of [BH1, Proposition
8.7.2], we can write ν in cylindrical coordinates in an annulus around a positive
puncture pi as
ν(s, t) =
(
s, t,
∞∑
ℓ=1
[
(αi,ℓe
−ℓT + di,ℓ)e
λisfi(t)
]
+ (lower-order terms)
)
,
where the di,ℓ are constants, depending on T , coming from the perturbation in the
obstruction bundle gluing construction and satisfy |αi,ℓ| ≫ |e
ℓTdi,ℓ|.
Definition 7.1.1. A full model associated to (T, [u]) ∈ [R,∞) × (Mn/R) is
complex-valued function g on the domain of u that is holomorphic except for es-
sential singularities at p1, . . . , pn, that has a zero of order 2 at infinity, that has
simple zeros at q2, . . . , qn−2, and such that the principal part of g at pi in cylindrical
coordinates (s, t) ∈ [T,∞)× (R/2πZ), where z = pi + e
−(s+it), is
∞∑
ℓ=1
(αi,ℓe
−ℓT + di,ℓ)r
ℓ
ie
ℓ(s+it),
where the ri are as in Notation 6.5.1.
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Note that a full model associated to (T, [u]), if one exists, is unique and is given
by
(7.1.1) g(z) =
n∑
i=1
∞∑
ℓ=1
eiℓθrℓi (αi,ℓe
−ℓT + di,ℓ)
(z − pi)ℓ
,
Thus, whether or not (T, [u]) has a full model is determined by the locations of the
zeros of g.
Definition 7.1.2. An order m model associated to (T, [u]) ∈ [R,∞)× (Mn/R) is
a meromorphic function g on the domain of u with a pole of order m at each positive
puncture pi, a zero of order 2 at infinity, and simple zeros at q2, . . . , qn−2, such that
the principal part of g at pi in cylindrical coordinates (s, t) ∈ [T,∞) × (R/2πZ),
where z = pi + e
−(s+it), is
m∑
ℓ=1
αi,ℓe
−ℓT rℓie
ℓ(s+it).
Note that an order m model for (T, [u]) ∈ [R,∞) ×Mn, if one exists, is unique
and is given by
g(z) =
n∑
i=1
m∑
ℓ=1
eiℓθe−ℓT rℓiαi,ℓ
(z − pi)ℓ
.
As before, whether or not (T, [u]) has an order m model is determined by the
locations of the zeros of g. As the name suggests, the models defined above are
related to curves obtained by gluing branched covers of trivial cylinders. An order
m model associated to u is the approximation to the function ν on Σ1 obtained by
truncating the principal part at each singularity to the leading m terms.
The following theorem describes when a branched cover has an associated order
m model. The proof is given in Appendix A.
Theorem 7.1.3. A point (T, [u]) ∈ [R,∞) × Mn/R has an associated order m
model if and only if (T, [u]) ∈ Zm.
An examination of the proof of Theorem 7.1.3 yields the following corollary.
Corollary 7.1.4. A point (T, [u]) ∈ [R,∞)×Mn/R has an associated full model if
and only if (T, [u]) ∈ Z.
7.2. Evaluation maps in the models. We compute the evaluation map for the
curves obtained by gluing branched covers of trivial cylinders as in Section 6. We
also define an evaluation map that is suitable for use in an order 1 model, allowing for
translations of the glued curve in the R-direction of R×Y+, and compute the count
of gluings. Throughout these calculations, s denotes the R-coordinate of R× Y+.
The curves obtained by gluing branched covers inMn/R to u1 live in the moduli
space M =M
2n−3,1+n(n−1)/2
R×Y+
(α,β). Let E denote the end of M consisting of glued
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curves. The gluing procedure gives a diffeomorphism [R,∞)×Z ∼= E/R, where the
R-action on E is given by translating curves in the R-direction of R × Y+, and the
full models from Definition 7.1.1 give a section E/R→ E . We obtain all curves in E
by translating curves in the image of this section in the R-direction of R× Y+, and
thus we have an identification [R,∞) × Z × R ∼= E . We first compute expressions
for the components of the evaluation map on curves in the image of this section,
i.e., on [R,∞)×Z × {0}. We will abuse notation and let evj denote the restriction
to E of the evaluation map on M at the negative puncture qj.
Proposition 7.2.1. For any (T, [u]) ∈ [R,∞)×Z, we have
ev1(T, [u], 0) = e
iθ/3
n∑
i=1
piB(pi)
Ai(pi)
(αi,1e
−T + di,1) + e
4iθ/3
n∑
i=1
B(pi)
2
Ai(pi)2
(αi,2e
−2T + di,2)
and, for k = 2, . . . , n− 2,
evk(T, [u], 0) =
1
Bk(qk)
n∑
i=1
∞∑
ℓ=1
(−1)ℓ−1ℓ
Ai(qk)Bk(pi)
ℓ
Ai(pi)ℓ
(αi,ℓe
−ℓT + di,ℓ)e
(ℓ−1)iθ
Proof. The result follows directly from (7.1.1) after making the same change to the
s-coordinate as in Proposition 6.5.2. 
To obtain expressions for the components of the evaluation map on all of E , we
need only multiply the above expressions by appropriate exponential functions to
account for the effect on the evaluation map of translating a curve in the R-direction
of R× Y+. The following proposition follows immediately.
Proposition 7.2.2. Let evj denote the restriction to E ∼= [R,∞) × Z × R of the
evaluation map on M at the negative puncture qj. Then
ev1(T, [u], s) = e
−s/3 ev1(T, [u], 0)
and, for k = 2, . . . , n− 2,
evk(T, [u], s) = e
−s evk(T, [u], 0)
Definition 7.2.3. The model evaluation map on Z1 × R is defined as follows.
Let (T, [u], s) ∈ Z1 ×R and let g be the model of order 1 associated to (T, [u]). We
define the model evaluation map at the negative puncture qj, j = 2, 3, . . . , n− 2, to
be the leading complex asymptotic coefficient in the Fourier-type expansion of g(z)
in cylindrical coordinates around the puncture qj, multiplied by e
−s:
(7.2.1) mevj(T, [u], s) = e
−se−iθr−jg
′(qj).
Let h(ζ) = g(ζ−1). We define the model evaluation map at the negative puncture
q1 to be the leading complex asymptotic coefficient in the Fourier-type expansion of
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h(ζ) in cylindrical coordinates around ζ = 0, which corresponds to the puncture q1,
multiplied by e−s/3:
(7.2.2) mev1(T, [u], s) = e
−s/3e−2iθ/3
h′′(0)
2
.
If I is a subset of {1, 2, . . . , n − 2}, we define the model evaluation map at the
negative punctures qj, j ∈ I, by
mevI(T, [u], s) = (mevj(T, [u], s))j∈I .
We now compute the degree of mevI on (Z1 ∩ ({T} × (Mn/R))) × R when T is
fixed and sufficiently large. For simplicity of notation, set
(7.2.3) Hi =
B(pi)
Ai(pi)
αi,1,
so that
g(z) = eiθe−T
n∑
i=1
B(pi)
Ai(pi)
αi,1
z − pi
= eiθe−T
n∑
i=1
Hi
z − pi
.
Lemma 7.2.4. If h(ζ) = g(ζ−1), we have
h′′(0) = 2eiθ/3e−T
n∑
i=1
piHi.
Proof. We want to compute the leading coefficient in the Taylor expansion of e−2iθ/3h(ζ)
at ζ = 0. Since h′(0) = 0, we have
(7.2.4)
n∑
i=1
Hi = 0,
and hence
e−2iθ/3h(ζ) = eiθ/3e−T ζ
n∑
i=1
Hi
1− piζ
= eiθ/3e−T ζ
n∑
i=1
[
Hi
1− piζ
−Hi
]
= eiθ/3e−T ζ2
n∑
i=1
piHi
1− piζ
.
The result follows. 
Lemma 7.2.5. If (T, [u]) ∈ Z1, we have
n∑
i=1
Hi
(qk1 − pi) · · · (qkj − pi)
= 0,
where j ∈ {1, . . . , n− 3} and k1, . . . , kj are distinct elements of {2, . . . , n − 2}.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on j ≤ n−3. Since g(qk) = 0 for k = 2, 3, . . . , n−2,
we have
0 =
n∑
i=1
Hi
qk − pi
for k = 2, 3, . . . , n − 2, which establishes the case j = 1.
Now assume the result for some j ≤ n − 4. If k1, . . . , kj+1 are distinct elements
of {2, . . . , n− 2}, we see that
0 =
n∑
i=1
Hi
(qk1 − pi) · · · (qkj − pi)
−
n∑
i=1
Hi
(qk1 − pi) · · · (qkj−1 − pi)(qkj+1 − pi)
=
n∑
i=1
Hi
(qk1 − pi) · · · (qkj−1 − pi)
[
1
qkj − pi
−
1
qkj+1 − pi
]
= (qkj+1 − qkj)
n∑
i=1
Hi
(qk1 − pi) · · · (qkj+1 − pi)
.
Since qkj+1 − qkj 6= 0, the inductive step follows. 
Lemma 7.2.6. If (T, [u]) ∈ Z1, we can write
g(z) = eiθe−TB(z)
n∑
i=1
αi,1
Ai(pi)
1
z − pi
.
Proof. We show inductively that
g(z) = eiθe−T
m∏
k=2
(z − qk)
n∑
j=1
Hj∏m
k=2(pj − qk)
1
z − pj
for m = 2, . . . , n− 2. The lemma then follows by taking m = n− 2.
For the case m = 2, use Lemma 7.2.5 to write
g(z) = eiθe−T
n∑
i=1
Hi
z − pi
= eiθe−T
n∑
i=1
[
Hi
z − pi
−
Hi
q2 − pi
]
= eiθe−T (q2 − z)
n∑
i=1
Hi
(q2 − pi)(z − pi)
= eiθe−T (z − q2)
n∑
i=1
Hi
(pi − q2)
1
z − pi
.
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Now assume that the lemma is true for some m with 2 ≤ m ≤ n − 3. By
Lemma 7.2.5, we have
g(z) = eiθe−T
m∏
k=2
(z − qk)
n∑
j=1
Hj∏m
k=2(pj − qk)
1
z − pj
= eiθe−T
m∏
k=2
(z − qk)
n∑
j=1
[
Hj∏m
k=2(pj − qk)
1
z − pj
−
Hj
(qm+1 − pj)
∏m
k=2(pj − qk)
]
= eiθe−T
m+1∏
k=2
(z − qk)
n∑
j=1
Hj∏m+1
k=2 (pj − qk)
1
z − pj
,
and we are done. 
Lemma 7.2.7. For k = 2, . . . , n− 2, we have
e−iθr−kg
′(qk) = (−1)
ne−T
(αn−1,1 − αn,1)qk − (pnαn−1,1 − pn−1αn,1)
pn−1 − pn
.
Proof. Set
∆ =
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(pi − pj) and ∆i =
∏
1≤j<k≤n
j,k 6=i
(pj − pk).
Let Eℓ be the ℓ
th elementary symmetric polynomial and set
Eℓ,i = Eℓ(p1, . . . , p̂i, . . . , pn).
The leading coefficient in the power series expansion of e−iθr−kg(z) at z = qk is
r−ke
−TBk(qk)
n∑
i=1
αi,1
Ai(pi)
1
qk − pi
= e−T
n∑
i=1
Ai(qk)
Ai(pi)
αi,1
=
e−T
∆
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1Ai(qk)αi,1∆i
=
e−T
∆
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1αi,1∆i
n−1∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓEℓ,iq
n−1−ℓ
k
=
e−T
∆
n−1∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓqn−1−ℓk
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1Eℓ,iαi,1∆i
=
e−T
∆
n−1∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓqn−1−ℓk detMℓ,
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where
Mℓ =

Eℓ,1α1,1 · · · Eℓ,nαn,1
pn−21 · · · p
n−2
n
...
. . .
...
p1 · · · pn
1 · · · 1
 .
Claim 7.2.8. We have
(−1)n
detMℓ
∆
=

pnαn−1,1−pn−1αn,1
pn−1−pn
ℓ = n− 1
αn−1,1−αn,1
pn−1−pn
ℓ = n− 2
0 ℓ < n− 2
.
The lemma follows from Claim 7.2.8. The proof of the claim is an exercise in careful
row-reduction and is given in Appendix B. 
Proposition 7.2.9. Let I = {1, 2, . . . , n−2} and suppose that R≫ 0 is sufficiently
large in the prototypical gluing problem. For any fixed T ≥ R and any admissible
asymptotic restriction c ∈ (C∗)n−2, the degree of the restriction of mevI to (Z1 ∩
({T} × (Mn/R)))× R is 1 (mod 2).
Proof. Choose an admissible asymptotic restriction c = (c1, . . . , cn−2) ∈ (C
∗)n−2.
We must count solutions of the equations
e−s/3eiθ/3e−T
n∑
i=1
piHi = c1,
(−1)ne−se−T
(αn−1,1 − αn,1)qk − (pnαn−1,1 − pn−1αn,1)
pn−1 − pn
= ck,
k = 2, . . . , n − 2, where T is fixed by our assumptions, the pi are fixed, distinct
points in C by Corollary 6.5.6, q2, . . . , qn−2 are allowed to vary in C \{p1, . . . , pn}, s
is allowed to vary in R, and θ is allowed to vary in (R/6πZ). The last n−3 equations
have solutions
qk =
(−1)neseT (pn−1 − pn)ck + (pnαn−1,1 − pn−1αn,1)
αn−1,1 − αn,1
,
k = 2, . . . , n− 2. Now substitute back into the first equation and consider the norm
of the left-hand side. If s is very large and positive, the norm is larger than |c1|,
while if s is very large and negative, the norm is smaller than |c1|. Thus, there
are an odd number of values of s for which the norms of both sides of the first
equation are equal. Since θ ∈ R/6πZ, there is a unique choice of θ that solves the
first equation. 
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7.3. Reduction to the first-order model. We now show that the full evaluation
map and the evaluation map in the order 1 model have the same degree.
Proposition 7.3.1. Let I = {1, 2, . . . , n−2} and suppose that R≫ 0 is sufficiently
large in the prototypical gluing problem. For any fixed T ≥ R and any admissible
asymptotic restriction c ∈ (C∗)n−2, the mod 2 degree of the restriction of mevI to
(Z1 ∩ ({T} × (Mn/R)))×R is equal to the mod 2 degree of the restriction of evI to
(Z ∩ ({T} × (Mn/R)))× R.
Proof of Proposition 7.3.1. Let c be an admissible asymptotic restriction and let
T ≫ R. Define a map F : (Mn/R)× R→ C
n−2 × Cn−2 by
F ([u], s) = (s(T, [u])(η1), . . . , s(T, [u])(ηn−2), evI(T, [u], s)).
Thus, the set of all (T, [u]) ∈ {T} × (Mn/R) that glue to u+ and satisfy the
admissible asymptotic restrictions c when translated in the R-direction by s is
F−1({0} × {c}).
Define a homotopy Fν of F in the following way. For ν ∈ [0,
1
2 ], we can define a
homotopy sν of the obstruction section s such that s0 = s and s 1
2
is the linear portion
of s; see, e.g., [BH1, Section 8.7] for a similar construction. Let evk(T, [u], s) denote
the evaluation map at the puncture qk, k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 2. Define a homotopy of
each evk for ν ∈ [0,
1
2 ] by replacing each αi,ℓe
−ℓT + di,ℓ with αi,ℓe
−ℓT + (1− 2ν)di,ℓ,
and set evI,ν = (evk,ν)
n−2
k=1 . Then for ν ∈ [0,
1
2 ], we define
Fν([u], s) = (sν(T, [u])(η1), . . . , sν(T, [u])(ηn−2), evI,ν(T, [u], s)).
For ν ∈ [12 , 1], let ηk,ν denote the linear interpolation from ηk to Πηk, the projec-
tion of ηk onto the leading eigenspace at each positive end. Let evk,ν , ν ∈ [
1
2 , 1], be
the linear interpolation that kills all terms with ℓ ≥ 2 and set evI,ν = (evk,ν)
n−2
j=1 .
Then for ν ∈ [12 , 1], we define
Fν([u], s) = (s 1
2
(T, [u])(η1,ν), . . . , s 1
2
(T, [u])(ηn−2,ν), evI,ν(T, [u], s)).
Note that F0 = F and
F1([u], s) = (s1(T, [u])(η1), . . . , s1(T, [u])(ηn−2),mevI(T, [u], s)).
Claim 7.3.2. Let K ⊂ (Mn/R) × R be a compact set such that F
−1
1 ({0, c})
is contained in the interior of {T} × K . If T ≫ 0 is sufficiently large, then
F−1ν ({0, c}) ∩ ({T} × ∂K) = ∅ for all ν ∈ [0, 1].
Proof of Claim 7.3.2. Suppose that the claim is false. Then there is a sequence
{Tk, νk} with Tk →∞ such that F
−1
νk
({0, c}) ∩ ({Tk} × ∂K) 6= ∅ for all k. We will
arrive at a contradiction by showing that the homotopy Fν is very small on {T}×K
if T is sufficiently large.
Since K is compact, there is a large positive constant C such that |pi−pj | > C
−1
and |qi−qj| > C
−1 for all i 6= j. In addition, we may assume that C−1 < s < C. We
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may also assume that each of the punctures p1, . . . , pn, q2, . . . , qn−2, except possibly
for one of the positive punctures pi, is contained in the disk of diameter C centered
at the origin in C. If all of the punctures in question are contained in the disk, then
|pi − qj| < C for all i 6= j. In this case, we have, for ν ∈ [
1
2 , 1] and k = 2, . . . , n− 2,
| evk,ν(T, [u], s) −mevk(T, [u], s)| ≤
eC
|Bk(qk)|
n∑
i=1
∞∑
ℓ=2
ℓ
∣∣∣∣Ai(qk)Bk(pi)ℓαi,ℓAi(pi)ℓ
∣∣∣∣ e−ℓT
≤ eC
n∑
i=1
∞∑
ℓ=2
ℓC(ℓ+1)(2n−5)|αi,ℓ|e
−ℓT ,
and the right-hand side can be made as small as we like by taking T to be sufficiently
large.
Now assume that one of the positive punctures, say pj, is outside of the above-
mentioned disk. There is a constant D > C, depending only on n and C, such that
if |pj | > D, then ∣∣∣∣Bk(pj)ℓAj(pj)ℓ
∣∣∣∣ < 1 and ∣∣∣∣ Ai(qk)Ai(pi)ℓ
∣∣∣∣ < 1
for i 6= j and ℓ ≥ 2. Moreover, when C ≤ |pj | ≤ D, we have∣∣∣∣Bk(pj)ℓAj(pj)ℓ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(n−1)ℓ(C +D)(n−3)ℓ and ∣∣∣∣ Ai(qk)Ai(pi)ℓ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(n−1)ℓ+n−2(C +D)
for all i 6= j. It follows that, in this case, we can make | evk,ν(T, [u], s)−mevk(T, [u], s)|
as small as we like by taking T to be sufficiently large.
Since |di,ℓ| ≪ |αi,ℓ|e
−ℓT , a similar estimate shows that, for ν ∈ [0, 12 ], we can make
| evj,ν(T, [u], s) − evj,0(T, [u], s)| as small as we like by taking T to be sufficiently
large. Another similar estimate shows the same result for the leading coefficient at
the puncture q1.
Now we prove a similar result for the homotopy of the obstruction section. By
(??), we have
1
(ℓ− 1)!
dℓ−1Qi
dzℓ−1
(z) = −
n−2∑
k=2
Ai(qk)
Bk(qk)
1
(qk − z)ℓ
for i = 1, . . . , n and ℓ ≥ 1. If each of p1, . . . , pn, q2, . . . , qn−2 is in the disk of diameter
C centered at the origin, then, for ν ∈ [12 , 1],
|s 1
2
(T, [u])(ηk,ν)− s1(T, [u])(ηk)| ≤
n∑
i=1
∞∑
ℓ=2
n−2∑
k=2
e−ℓT |αi,ℓ|
∣∣∣∣Ai(qk)Bk(pi)ℓBk(qk)Ai(pi)ℓ
∣∣∣∣
≤ C2n−6
n∑
i=1
∞∑
ℓ=2
n−2∑
k=2
e−ℓT |αi,ℓ|C
(2n−4)ℓ
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= n(n− 3)C2n−6
∞∑
ℓ=2
e−ℓT |αi,ℓ|C
(2n−4)ℓ,
which can be made as small as we like by taking T to be sufficiently large. When
some positive puncture, say pj, is outside of the disk of diameter C, the same
argument used for the evaluation map shows that we can make
|s 1
2
(T, [u])(ηk,ν)− s1(T, [u])(ηk)|
as small as we like by taking T to be sufficiently large. A similar estimate shows
that, for ν ∈ [0, 12 ],
|sν(T, [u])(ηk)− s 1
2
(T, [u])(ηk)|
can be made as small as we like by taking T to be sufficiently large.
We now finish the proof of the claim. Since K is compact and F1({T} × ∂K)
does not intersect {0, c}, the distance between F1({T}×∂K) and {0, c} is bounded
below by a positive constant. By our above estimates, the homotopy Fν can be
made as small as we on {T}×K like by taking T to be sufficiently large. Thus, the
distance between Fν({T}×∂K) and {0, c} is bounded below by a (possibly smaller)
positive constant for all ν ∈ [0, 1], which contradicts our assumption that Tk → ∞
in the sequence {Tk, νk}. 
The claim implies Proposition 7.3.1: if the number of points in F−10 ({0, c}) is
even, there is a large compact subset K ⊂ (Mn/R) × R containing F
−1
1 ({0, c}) in
its interior such that F−1ν ({0, c}) ∩ ({T} × ∂K) 6= ∅ for some ν ∈ (0, 1). 
Proof of Theorem 1.4.5. Combine Proposition 7.2.9 and Proposition 7.3.1. 
8. The Cobordism Map
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.5.3 using the evaluation
map discussed in Section 3 together with the degree calculations in Section 7. We
adapt the truncation procedure used in [HT1, Sections 1.3 and 7.3]; see [Hu3,
Section 5.4] for an overview. Throughout this section, M denotes the subset of
M
2n−3,1+n(n−1)/2
R×Y+
(α,β) consisting of curves with with n − 3 negative ends of mul-
tiplicity 1 at β0 and one negative end of multiplicity 3 at β0, and M+ denotes the
subset ofM
1,1+n(n−1)/2
R×Y+
(α,β) consisting of curves with n negative ends of multiplic-
ity 1 at β0. Note that u1 ∈ M+ and that the curves obtained by gluing branched
covers in Mn/R to u1 live in M and that all curves in M are somewhere injective.
For each curve in M, label the negative ends asymptotic to β0 by the elements of
I = {1, 2, . . . , n − 2}, where the multiplicity 3 negative end is given the label 1.
There is an evaluation map evI : M→ C
n−2.
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8.1. Setup for truncation. We first collect all of the necessary definitions and
auxiliary results for the truncation procedure.
Definition 8.1.1. For n ≥ 3, we define the set Rn of generic asymptotic re-
strictions on curves in M recursively as follows. Let R′n denote the set of regular
values of evI : M → C
n−2. For any orbit sets γ± with A(γ−) < A(γ+) ≤ A(α)
such that β0 is an orbit in γ− with multiplicity m ≤ n and for all k = 1, . . . , 2n− 4,
let Vm,k(γ+,γ−) be the set of somewhere injective J-holomorphic curves from γ+ to
γ− with Fredholm index k, with ECH index at most
(
n
2
)
, and such that at most one
negative end asymptotic to β0 has multiplicity 3 and the remaining negative ends
asymptotic to β0 all have multiplicity 1. Label the negative ends of such curves as-
ymptotic to β0 by the elements of Im = {1, . . . ,m}; if there is a negative end at β0
with multiplicity 3, we require that it be labeled by 1. Let R˜m,k(γ+,γ−) be the set
of regular values of evIm : Vm,k(γ+,γ−)→ C
m. For each subset G = {j1, · · · , jm} ⊂
I, let πG : C
n−2 → Cm be the projection (c1, . . . , cn−2) 7→ (cj1 , . . . , cjm). Each
R˜m,k(γ+,γ−) is a countable intersection of dense, open sets, and hence the same is
true for RGm,k(γ+,γ−) = π
−1
G (R˜m,k(γ+,γ−)). Finally, define
Rn =
 ⋂
m,G,γ±,k
RGm,k(γ+,γ−)
 ∩R′n,
where the intersection is taken over all m ≤ n, all subsets G ⊂ Im, all pairs of
orbit sets γ± with A(γ−) < A(γ+) ≤ A(α) such that β0 is an orbit in γ− with
multiplicity m, and all k = 1, . . . , 2n − 4. Let V˜m,k(γ+,γ−) ⊂ Vm,k(γ+,γ−) denote
the subset of curves with ECH index
(
n
2
)
.
Remark 8.1.2. The pre-image of any c ∈ Rn under evI : Vn,k(γ+,γ−) → C
n−2 is
empty for any k ≤ 2n− 5. If (c1, . . . , cn−2) ∈ Rn, then (cj1 , . . . , cjm) ∈ Rm+2 for all
subsets {j1, . . . , jm} ⊂ I, and all m = 1, . . . , n − 2.
Notation 8.1.3. If c ∈ Cn−2 is a generic, admissible asymptotic restriction, let Kc
denote the pre-image of c under evI : M→ C
n−2.
Remark 8.1.4. Since c is generic, Kc is a real 1-dimensional submanifold of M.
Definition 8.1.5. A pair (w−, w+) of J-holomorphic curves is an asymptoti-
cally restricted gluing pair with asymptotic restriction c ∈ Cn−2 if w− ∈
V˜n,2n−4(γ,β) for some orbit set γ with A(β) < A(γ) < A(α), evI(w−) = c, and
w+ ∈ M
1,1
R×Y+
(α,γ). We denote the set of all asymptotically restricted gluing pairs
with asymptotic restriction c by Sc.
Definition 8.1.6. A pair (w−, w+) of J-holomorphic curves is an inverted asymp-
totically restricted gluing pair with asymptotic restriction c ∈ Cn−2 if w+ ∈
V˜n,2n−4(α,γ) for some orbit set γ with A(β) < A(γ) < A(α), evI(w+) = c, and
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w− ∈ M
1,1
R×Y+
(γ,β) is a curve that contains n−3 copies of R×β0 and an unbranched
cover of R× β0 of multiplicity 3. We denote the set of all asymptotically restricted
gluing pairs with asymptotic restriction c by S inv
c
.
Definition 8.1.7. For R≫ 0, let GR be the intersection of Kc with the end of M
corresponding to Z where the gluing parameter T > R.
Remark 8.1.8. By Proposition 7.2.9 and Proposition 7.3.1, the number of compo-
nents of GR is finite and odd.
The next two definitions are analogues of [HT1, Definition 1.10].
Definition 8.1.9. Let c ∈ Cn−2 be a generic, admissible asymptotic restriction, let
(w−, w+) ∈ Sc, let δ > 0, and choose a product metric on R×Y+. Let Cc,δ(w−, w+)
be the set of J-holomorphic curves in Kc whose images can be decomposed into two
surfaces with boundary C− ∪ C+ such that the following hold.
(1) There is a real number R+ and a section ψ+ of the normal bundle of w+
with |ψ+| < δ and such that C+ is obtained by translating the portion of the
image of expw+(ψ+) with s ≥ −1/δ by R+ in the s-direction. Here, expw+
is the exponential map on w+ in the normal direction.
(2) There is a real number R− and a section ψ− of the normal bundle of w−
with |ψ−| < δ and such that C− is obtained by translating the portion of
the image of expw−(ψ−) with s ≤ 1/δ by R− in the s-direction. Here, expw−
is the exponential map on w− in the normal direction.
(3) We have R+ −R− > 2/δ.
(4) The positive boundary circles of C− agree with the negative boundary circles
of C+.
Let Gc,δ(w−, w+) be the set of curves in Cc,δ(w−, w+) that have Fredholm index
2n− 3 and ECH index 1 +
(
n
2
)
.
Definition 8.1.10. Let c ∈ Cn−2 be a generic, admissible asymptotic restriction, let
(w−, w+) ∈ S
inv
c
, let δ > 0, and choose a product metric on R×Y+. Let C
inv
c,δ (w−, w+)
be the set of J-holomorphic curves in Kc whose images can be decomposed into two
surfaces with boundary C− ∪ C+ such that the following hold.
(1) There is a real number R+ and a section ψ+ of the normal bundle of w+
with |ψ+| < δ and such that C+ is obtained by translating the portion of the
image of expw+(ψ+) with s ≥ −1/δ by R+ in the s-direction. Here, expw+
is the exponential map on w+ in the normal direction.
(2) There is a real number R− and a section ψ− of the normal bundle of w−
with |ψ−| < δ and such that C− is obtained by translating the portion of
the image of expw−(ψ−) with s ≤ 1/δ by R− in the s-direction. Here, expw−
is the exponential map on w− in the normal direction.
(3) We have R+ −R− > 2/δ.
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(4) The positive boundary circles of C− agree with the negative boundary circles
of C+.
Let Ginv
c,δ (w−, w+) be the set of curves in C
inv
c,δ (w−, w+) that have Fredholm index
2n− 3 and ECH index 1 +
(n
2
)
.
Now we give an analogue of [HT1, Lemma 1.11].
Lemma 8.1.11. Let c ∈ Cn−2 be a generic, admissible asymptotic restriction and
let (w−, w+) ∈ Sc (resp. S
inv
c
). There exists a δ0 > 0 such that for any δ ∈ (0, δ0)
and any sequence {vk} in Gc,δ(w−, w+) (resp. G
inv
c,δ (w−, w+)), the sequence {[vk]} has
a subsequence that converges either to a curve in Kc/R or to the building [w−]∪[w+].
There exists an R0 ≫ 0 such that for any R > R0 and any sequence {vk} in GR,
the sequence {[vk]} has a subsequence that converges either to a curve in Kc/R or
to a building [w−] ∪ [w+] ∈ (Mn/R)× (M+/R).
Proof. The lemma is immediate for sequences in GR since GR is a finite union of
open subsets of Kc by Remark 8.1.8. So assume that (w−, w+) ∈ Sc; the proof when
(w−, w+) ∈ S
inv
c
is similar. By the compactness results in [BEHWZ], a subsequence
of {[vk]} converges to an SFT building [w1] ∪ · · · ∪ [wℓ], where the levels go from
bottom to top as we read from left to right.
If ℓ > 1, then [w1] must contain [w−] and [wℓ] must contain [w+]. There are no
other levels by Lemma 2.5.2, so ℓ = 2. There are no other components of [w1] or
[w2] by Lemma 2.5.2 since the negative orbit set of [w−] is β and the positive orbit
set of [w+] is α. Thus, [w1] = [w−], and [w2] = [w+].
If ℓ = 1, then [w1] contains either one component with Fredholm index 2n − 3
or one component with Fredholm index 1 and another with Fredholm index 2n− 4.
There are no other components of [w1] by Lemma 2.5.2 since the negative orbit set
of [w−] is β and the positive orbit set of [w+] is α. By continuity, [w1] ∈ Kc/R. 
Finally, we give an analogue of [HT1, Definition 1.12].
Definition 8.1.12. Given an R > R0, by Lemma 8.1.11 there is an open subset
U ⊂ Kc/R such that GR′ ⊂ U ⊂ GR for some R
′ > R and whose closure U in Kc/R
has finitely many endpoints.
Let c ∈ Cn−2 be a generic, admissible asymptotic restriction, let (w−, w+) ∈
Sc (resp. S
inv
c
), and let a δ ∈ (0, δ0). By Lemma 8.1.11, there is an open set
Uc(w−, w+) ⊂ Kc/R (resp. U
inv
c
(w−, w+)) such that Gc,δ′(w−, w+) ⊂ Uc(w−, w+) ⊂
Gc,δ(w−, w+) (resp. G
inv
c,δ′(w−, w+) ⊂ U
inv
c
(w−, w+) ⊂ G
inv
c,δ (w−, w+)) for some δ
′ ∈
(0, δ) and whose closure Uc(w−, w+) (resp. U
inv
c
(w−, w+)) in Kc has finitely many
endpoints.
8.2. Truncation and the cobordism map. We now truncate Kc to obtain a
compact 1-manifold with boundary, which we use to prove Theorem 1.5.3. We
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begin with an analogue of [HT1, Lemma 7.23]. In the following proof, we call covers
of trivial cylinders connectors; an unbranched cover of a trivial cylinder is called a
trivial connector, while a branched cover is called a non-trivial connector. A
cover of R× β0 is called a connector over β0. A J-holomorphic curve that is not a
cover of a trivial cylinder is called a non-connector.
Lemma 8.2.1. Let c ∈ Cn−2 be a generic, admissible asymptotic restriction. Any
sequence {vk} in Kc has a subsequence that converges to a curve in Kc/R or to a
2-level building [w−] ∪ [w+] in (Mn/R)× (M+/R), Sc/R, or S
inv
c
/R.
Proof. By [Hu3, Lemma 5.11], we may pass to a subsequence such that every curve is
in the same relative homology class after projecting to Y+. By [Hu2, Corollary 6.10],
there is an upper bound on the genus of a somewhere injective curve that depends
only on its relative homology class. Hence, we may pass to a further subsequence
such that every curve has the same genus. By the compactness results in [BEHWZ],
a further subsequence, which we also denote by {[vk]}, converges to an SFT building
[w1]∪· · ·∪ [wℓ], where the levels go from bottom to top as we read from left to right.
If ℓ = 1, then by continuity [w1] ∈ Kc/R. So assume that ℓ > 1.
Give the negative ends of [w1] at β0 the labels and asymptotic markers induced
from the sequence {[vk]}. Let w1 be a representative of the class [w1]. For each
i ∈ I, there are two possibilities: evi(w1) = 0 ∈ C or evi(w1) 6= 0.
If evi(w1) = 0, then there is a sequence of translates v
′
k of the curves vk by
distances ak in the R-direction such that evi(v
′
k) → 0. Since evi(vk) = ci for all k,
Remark 3.2.4 implies that ak →∞. Then for all d > 2, we have ev
d
i (w1) = (0, . . . , 0).
If the component of w1 containing the i
th negative end is somewhere injective, then
it is a trivial cylinder by Remark 3.3.3; if the component is multiply covered, then
it must be a trivial connector.
If evi(w1) 6= 0, then we claim that some translate w
′
1 of w1 satisfies evi(w
′
1) = ci.
If not, then there is some constant C > 0 such that every point in {t evi(w1) | t > 0}
is a distance at least C away from ci in the standard Euclidean metric on C. When
j is sufficiently large, we can glue appropriate representatives w1,j , . . . ,wℓ,j of the
classes [w1], . . . , [wℓ] to get a curve wj that represents the class [vk] and such that
evi(wj) = ci. It follows that for any δ > 0, we have |evi(w1,j)− ci| < δ when j is
sufficiently large, and we have a contradiction.
Now we claim that ℓ = 2 and that one of (1) [w1] ∈ Mn/R, (2) ([w1], [w2]) ∈ Sc/R,
or (3) ([w1], [w2]) ∈ S
inv
c
/R is true.
First, assume that evI(w1) 6= 0. A small modification of the argument above
shows that there is some translate w′1 of w1 such that evI(w
′
1) = c. Since c is
admissible, it follows that the components of w− asymptotic to β0 are somewhere
injective. Since c is generic, Remark 8.1.2 implies that ind(w1) ≥ 2n− 4, and hence
(1.2.2) implies that I(w1) ≥
(n
2
)
. Thus, ind(w2) ≥ 1, I(w2) ≥ 1, ind(w1) ≥ 2n − 4,
and I(w1) ≥
(
n
2
)
, and by additivity of the Fredholm and ECH indices, we know
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that ind(w1) + ind(w2) = 2n − 3 and I(w1) + I(w2) = 1 +
(
n
2
)
. It follows that
ind(w2) = I(w2) = 1, ind(w1) = 2n − 4, and I(w2) =
(n
2
)
, so (w1, w2) ∈ Sc and we
are in case (2).
Next, assume that evI(w1) = 0 and that all connector components in the building
are trivial. Thus, w1 contains n−3 copies of R×β0 and one connected, unbranched,
3-fold cover of R × β0. The component of w1 containing the negative end labeled
i is paired with some negative end of w2, which we also label i. If the component
of w2 containing the negative end labeled i is a trivial connector, it is paired with
some negative end of w3, which we also label i. Proceeding in this way, we reach
a level wνi and an end, which we label i, that is paired with a trivial connector in
wνi−1 and such that evi(wνi) 6= 0. Such a level wνi exists because none of the curves
vk contains a component mapping to R× β0.
We claim that νi = 2 for all i. If not, then either νi = m > 2 for all i or
νi < νr for some i and r. In the first case, ind(wm) < 2n − 4 and there are
translates w′ν1 , . . . , w
′
νn−2 such that evi(wνi) = ci for all i. Then the disjoint union
w = w′ν1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ w
′
νn−2 is a somewhere injective curve with ind(w) < 2n − 4 and
evI(w) = c, contradicting Remark 8.1.2. In the second case, for any δ > 0 there are
translates v′k of vk by distances ak in the R-direction when k is sufficiently large so
that
(8.2.1) | evi(v
′
k)− evi(wνi)| < δ and | evr(v
′
k)| < δ.
Recall that if λ1 is the smallest positive asymptotic eigenvalue of β0 and λ˜1 is the
smallest positive asymptotic eigenvalue of β30 , then evi(v
′
k) = e
−λ˜1ai/3ci if i = 1 and
evi(vk) = e
−λ1aici if i > 1. Thus, when δ is sufficiently small, the conditions in
(8.2.1) contradict the assumption that evI(vk) = c.
By a previous argument, some translate w′2 of w2 satisfies evI(w
′
2) = c. It follows
that w2 is somewhere injective, ind(w2) ≥ 2n−4, and I(w2) ≥
(n
2
)
. Since ind(w1) ≥
1 and I(w1) ≥ 1, we see that ind(w1) = I(w1) = 1, ind(w2) = 2n − 4, and I(w2) =(
n
2
)
. Since w1 contains n− 3 copies of R × β0 and one unbranched cover of R × β0
of multiplicity 3, it follows that ([w1], [w2]) ∈ S
inv
c
, and we are in case (3).
Now assume that evI(w1) = 0 and that the building contains at least one non-
trivial connector. Let v1,1, . . . , v1,m1 denote the components of w1 that are non-
trivial connectors. Let I˜ ⊂ I be the labels of the negative ends of w1 that are
contained in trivial connectors over β0. As before, for each j ∈ I˜ , the component
containing the negative end labeled j is paired with some negative end of w2, which
we also label j. Proceeding as above, we reach a level wνj and an end, which we
label j, that is paired with a trivial connector over β0 in wνj−1 and such that either
evj(wνj ) 6= 0 or the end is contained in a non-trivial connector. Let wk1 , . . . , wkr
be the levels containing non-connector components reached by the above procedure,
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and let wℓ1 , . . . , wℓe be the levels containing non-trivial connector components com-
ponents reached by the above procedure. By an argument from case (2), we must
have r = 1. Let w1 denote the union of the relevant non-connector components in
wk1 . The curve w1 is somewhere injective by an argument from case (2). For each
i = 1, . . . , e, let vi,1, . . . , vi,di be the relevant components of the non-trivial connec-
tors in wℓi . Let I
′ ⊂ I˜ be the subset of indices where we reach a non-connector in
the above procedure.
Recall the definitions ofMg,k,1(1, . . . , 1) andMg,k,2(1, . . . , 1) from Notation 6.7.1.
Claim 8.2.2. In the above setup, for each i = 1, . . . , e and each j = 1, . . . , di,
there is some ki,j ≥ 2 such that vi,j is in M
gi,j ,ki,j ,1(1, . . . , 1) for some gi,j > 0 or
Mgi,j ,ki,j ,2(1, . . . , 1) for some gi,j ≥ 0.
Proof of Claim 8.2.2. Let [u] be a J-holomorphic curve obtained by gluing [w1] ∪
· · · ∪ [wℓ], where we take the gluing parameters to be large. Over any cylindrical
portion of the domain of u where u is close to and graphical over R× β0, u can be
written in cylindrical coordinates (s, t) as u(s, t) = (s, t, u˜(s, t)), where u˜(s, t) has a
Fourier-type expansion
u˜(s, t) =
∑
i 6=0
cie
−λisfi(t).
Perturb J as in [BH2, Lemma 3.4.3] so that c1 6= 0 over each such cylindrical portion
and such that the coefficients of f1 are distinct on distinct cylindrical pieces.
Pre-glue the building [w1] ∪ · · · ∪ [wℓ], with the exception of vi,j and the trivial
connectors below it, to a curve v+. There is a section ψ− of the normal bundle of vi,j
defined on the portion of the domain of vi,j obtained by truncating the positive ends
such that the perturbation of vi,j by ψ− (using an appropriate exponential map)
coincides with u. There is also a section ψ+ of the normal bundle of (a translation
of) v+ on the portion of the domain of v+ obtained by truncating the negative ends
asymptotic to β0 such that the perturbation of v+ by ψ+ coincides with u.
By the proof of [BH1, Claim 8.8.3], we can extend ψ− and ψ+ to sections ψ˜− and
ψ˜+ defined over the whole domain of vi,j and v+, respectively, that formally satisfy
the necessary equation for the obstruction section over the moduli space of branched
covers containing vi,j has a zero. Our perturbation of J above ensures that the ψ˜±
also formally satisfy the necessary equation for the linearized obstruction section s1
over said moduli space to have a zero. The claim now follows from Proposition 6.7.2
and Proposition 6.7.5. 
By a previous argument, evI′(w1) = (cj)j∈I′ ; hence, w1 is somewhere injective,
and ind(w1) ≥ 2|I
′| by Remark 8.1.2. If no vi,j has a negative end with multiplicity
3, then
|I ′|+
e∑
i=1
di∑
j=1
ki,j = n− 2,
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and
2n − 3 ≥ ind(w1) +
e∑
i=1
di∑
j=1
ind(vi,j)
≥ 2|I ′|+ 2
e∑
i=1
di∑
j=1
(ki,j − 1 + gi,j)
= 2n − 4 + 2
e∑
i=1
di∑
j=1
(gi,j − 1).
Hence, gi,j = 1 for all i and j, and either ind(w1) = 2|I
′| + 1 or there exists an
additional component w with ind(w) = 1 in some level of the building. In the
latter case, w is somewhere injective. In either case, we can glue every somewhere
injective curve in the building [w1] ∪ · · · ∪ [wℓ] and produce a somewhere injective
J-holomorphic curve u in R × Y+ with I(u) = 1 +
(n
2
)
, ∆(u) = 1 +
(n−2
2
)
, and
ind(u) < 2n− 4. As in the proof of Claim 8.2.2, we can perturb J to a new, generic
J ′ to ensure that the negative ends of u asymptotic to β0 all non-degenerate and
non-overlapping. Then equality must hold in (1.2.2), and we have a contradiction.
Now assume that some, and hence exactly one, va,b has a negative end with
multiplicity 3. Then
|I ′|+
e∑
i=1
di∑
j=1
ki,j = n,
and
2n− 3 ≥ ind(w1) +
e∑
i=1
di∑
j=1
ind(vi,j)
≥ 2|I ′|++2(ka,b − 2 + ga,b) + 2
∑
i 6=a,j 6=b
(ki,j − 1 + gi,j)
= 2n− 4 + 2ga,b + 2
∑
i 6=a,j 6=b
(gi,j − 1),
so ga,b = 0 and gi,j = 1 if (i, j) 6= (a, b). As before, either ind(w1) = 2|I
′|+1 or there
exists an additional component w with ind(w) = 1 in some level of the building,
and in the latter case, w is somewhere injective. We claim that in either case, i = 1,
d1 = 1, and k1,1 = n. It follows that the only branched cover in the building is a
curve in Mn and that we are in case (1).
To prove the above assertion, glue every curve in the building [w1] ∪ · · · ∪ [wℓ]
except for va,b to produce a somewhere injective J-holomorphic curve u in R × Y+
with I(u) = 1+
(n
2
)
and ∆(u) =
(n
2
)
. If i > 1, it follows that ind(u) > 1, contradicting
(1.2.2). If d1 > 1, we have the same contradiction. If k1,1 < n, then |I
′| > 0, and
hence ind(u) > 1, again yielding a contradiction. 
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Definition 8.2.3. Let c ∈ Cn−2 be a generic, admissible asymptotic restriction.
Choose an open set U as in Definition 8.1.12. For each pair (w−, w+) ∈ Sc (resp.
S inv
c
(w−, w+)), choose a δ > 0 and an open set Uc(w−, w+) (resp. U
inv
c
(w−, w+)) as
in Definition 8.1.12. The truncation of Kc is the set
K ′
c
= Kc \
U ⊔ ⊔
(w−,w+)∈Sc
Uc(w−, w+) ⊔
⊔
(w−,w+)∈S invc
U inv
c
(w−, w+)
 .
By Lemma 8.2.1, K ′
c
is compact.
Definition 8.2.4. Let c ∈ Cn−2 be a generic, admissible asymptotic restriction.
Let ∂˜K ′
c
be the set of points of ∂K ′
c
that lie in GR. The truncation map is the
map
Bc : ∂K
′
c
/R→ (Sc/R) ⊔ (S
inv
c
/R) ⊔ (∂˜K ′
c
/R)
that sends a curve in ∂˜K ′
c
/R to itself and every other curve in ∂K ′
c
to the 2-level
building into which it is close to breaking.
Lemma 8.2.5. Let c ∈ Cn−2 be a generic, admissible asymptotic restriction. If
([w−], [w+]) is an element of Sc/R or S
inv
c
, then the mod 2 count of points in
B−1
c
([w−], [w+]) is 0 if the intermediate orbit set γ is not a generator of the ECH
chain complex for (Y+, λ+) and is 1 if γ is a generator.
Proof. We use the quotient evaluation map from [BH1, Section 6]. Let λ1 be the
smallest positive asymptotic eigenvalue of β0, and let λ˜1 be the smallest positive
asymptotic eigenvalue of β30 If w ∈ M, evI(w) = (a1, . . . , an−2), and w
′ is obtained
by translating w a distance s in the R-direction, then
evI(w
′) = (a1e
−λ˜1s/3, a2e
−λ1s, . . . , an−2e
−λ1s).
The proof of Lemma 4.3.2 shows that there are no curves w ∈ M with evI(w) = 0,
since such curves would necessarily have I(w) > 1 +
(n
2
)
. Thus, the evaluation map
descends to a smooth map on the quotient evI : M/R→ (C
n−2 \{0})/R+ ∼= S2n−5.
Given a pair ([w−], [w+]) ∈ Sc/R and a neighborhood U− of [w−] in V˜n,γ,β,2n−4, we
can identify an open set in M/R with U = [R,∞)×U− such that as the parameter
T ∈ [R,∞) goes to infinity, the curve breaks into a two-level building in U−×{[w+]}.
The map evI extends smoothly to the broken curves on the boundary of U . If U− is
sufficiently small, evI is a submersion on U− and U . Hence, for every gluing of [w−]
with [w+], there is a unique end of Kc that is compactified by adding the building
[w−] ∪ [w+]. In particular, if we choose δ to be sufficiently small when truncating
Kc and U− is sufficiently small, there is a unique endpoint of K
′
c
in U . The proof
when ([w−], [w+]) ∈ S
inv
c
is similar. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5.3. The mod 2 count of points in ∂˜K ′
c
is equal to the mod 2
count of non-canceling buildings described in Theorem 1.3.2 such that the X̂-level
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has an n-fold degenerate cover of a plane at β0. Note that in this proof, we denote
the negative orbit set of the symplectization level by β and the negative orbit set of
the cobordism level by γ. By Lemma 8.2.5, this count is equal to the count of gluings
of pairs ([w−], [w+]) in Sc/R or S
inv
c
/R whose intermediate orbit set is a generator
of the ECH complex. Pairs in Sc/R contribute to the count for ΦX,λ,J,c ◦ ∂.
We claim that pairs ([w−], [w+]) ∈ S
inv
c
/R correspond to ECH buildings that
contribute to the count for ∂ ◦ΦX,λ,J,c. We can glue w− to the curve u0 in X̂ from
Theorem 1.3.2 since the non-trivial component of w− has no negative ends at β0.
Consider the subset N of the moduli spaceM
1,1−n(n+1)/2
X (β,γ) consisting of curves
that contain a degenerate n-fold cover of a plane with a positive puncture at β0. The
multiplicity of any orbit in γ and β besides β0 is 1, so any component of a curve in N
that is not the degenerate cover is somewhere injective. The degenerate covers are
cut out transversely by Wendl’s automatic transversality criterion [BH1, Theorem
4.2.1]. Thus, N is a transversely cut out 1-manifold. The boundary points of its SFT
compactification are two-level buildings of the form [v−]∪ v0 or v0∪ [v1], where v0 is
in X̂ and v±1 are in R×Y−, such that ind(v0) = 0, ind(v±1) = 1, I(v0) = −
(n
2
)
, and
I(v±1) = 1. There are finitely many boundary points. Buildings of the form v0∪ [v1]
correspond to pairs in S inv
c
/R, while buildings of the form [v−1]∪v0 contribute to the
count for ∂ ◦ΦX,λ,J,c when v0 is paired with [w+]. The map ΦX,λ,J,c is independent
of the choice of c by Remark 8.1.8. The proof of Theorem 1.5.3 is now complete
when the gluing problem is in the case n ≥ 3.
All that remains is the case n = 2. When we glue branched covers in M(1, 1 | 2)
to u1, the result lives in the moduli space M
2,2
R×Y+
(α,β). Then M2,2R×Y+(α,β)/R
has dimension 1, and all endpoints must be two-level buildings [w−] ∪ [w+] with
ind(w−) = ind(w+) = 1 and I(w−) = I(w+) = 1. There is no evaluation map in
this case. 
Appendix A. Existence of Models
In this appendix, we prove Theorem 7.1.3. Recall that our branched covers have
multiplicity 1 positive punctures p1, . . . , pn, a multiplicity 3 negative puncture q1,
and multiplicity 1 negative punctures q2, . . . , qn−2. An order m model, if it exists,
is necessarily given by
g(z) =
n∑
i=1
m∑
ℓ=1
eiℓθe−ℓT rℓiαi,ℓ
(z − pi)ℓ
,
As before, set h(ζ) = g(ζ−1) and note that h has a removable singularity at ζ = 0
and vanishes there. The function g is an order m model associated to a branched
cover u if and only if
(A.1) h′(0) = 0 and g(q2) = · · · = g(qn−2) = 0,
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By (7.2.3), (7.2.4), (6.1.1), and (6.5.1), the equations (A.1) are equivalent to
(A.2)
n∑
i=1
eiθe−T riαi,1 = 0 and
n∑
i=1
m∑
ℓ=1
eiℓθe−ℓT rℓiαi,ℓ
(qk − pi)ℓ
= 0
for k = 2, . . . , n− 2.
Notation A.1. Define (n− 2)× n matrices
A1 =

1 · · · 1
(q2 − p1)
−1 · · · (q2 − pn)
−1
...
. . .
...
(qn−2 − p1)
−1 · · · (qn−2 − pn)
−1

and, for ℓ > 1,
Aℓ =

0 · · · 0
(q2 − p1)
−ℓ · · · (q2 − pn)
−ℓ
...
. . .
...
(qn−2 − p1)
−ℓ · · · (qn−2 − pn)
−ℓ
 .
Define the (n− 2)× nm block matrix
A =
(
A1 A2 · · · Am
)
.
Finally, define the n× 1 column vectors
αℓ = e
iℓθe−ℓT
(
rℓ1α1,ℓ, · · · , r
ℓ
nαn,ℓ
)t
for all ℓ ≥ 1 and the mn× 1 column vector
α =
(
αt1,α
t
2, · · · ,α
t
m
)t
,
where a superscript t indicates the transpose of a matrix.
Proof of Theorem 7.1.3. The equations (A.2) hold if and only ifαℓ is in the nullspace
of Aℓ for all ℓ = 1, . . . ,m, i.e., if and only if α is in the nullspace of the block
matrix A. We relate (A.2) to the equations (6.5.3) defining Zm by performing row
operations on the matrix A to put it in echelon form, at which point the block Aℓ has
been converted to the matrix Bℓ from (6.5.2). We first describe the row-reduction
algorithm as a sequence of steps. Fix ℓ and write our starting matrix Aℓ as a matrix
of row vectors:
Aℓ =
— A1 —...
— An−2 —
 .
At every step of the row-reduction process, we will refer to the matrix obtained at
that step by A˜ and the rows of A˜ by A˜1, . . . , A˜n−2. The rows of the original matrix
Aℓ will always be denoted A1, . . . ,An−2.
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The jth step of our row-reduction algorithm, j = 1, . . . , n − 2, is as follows. If
j > 1, then for i = 1, . . . , j − 1, replace the row A˜i with
A˜i +
qj − pj
pj − pi
A˜j
and multiply the resulting row by
pj−pi
qj−pi
. If j < n− 2, then for i = j + 1, . . . , n− 2,
replace the row A˜i with
A˜i −
qj − pj
qi − pj
A˜j
and multiply the resulting row by
qi−pj
qj−qi
. Finally, multiply rows 1, . . . , j by −1.
Notation A.2. If I ⊂ {1, . . . , n− 2} is a set of indices, define
AI(z) =
n−2∏
i=1
i 6∈I
(z − pi) and BI(z) =
n−2∏
i=2
i 6∈I
(z − qi),
where an empty product is defined to be 1. Note that
A{i}(z) = Ai(z) and B{i}(z) = Bi(z)
in the notation from Notation 6.0.2. For any j ∈ {1, . . . , n − 2}, define the set
Ij = {j, . . . , n − 2}.
Claim A.3. After step j of the row reduction, the ith row A˜i of the resulting matrix
A˜ is as follows. For 1 ≤ i ≤ j,
(−1)j
[
A1 −
j∑
k=2
A{i}∪Ij+1(qk)
B{k}∪Ij+1(qk)
Ak
]
.
For j + 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2,
(−1)j
[
A1 −
AIj+1(qi)
BIj+1(qi)
Ai −
j∑
k=2
AIj+1(qk)
(qk − qi)B{k}∪Ij+1(qk)
Ak
]
.
In both cases, an empty sum is defined to be the zero row vector.
Proof of Claim A.3. We proceed by induction on j. Note that, after step 1, the
matrix A˜ is given by
A˜ =

−A1
(q2 − p1)A2 −A1
...
(qn−2 − p1)An−2 −A1
 .
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Now assume that the claim holds at step j. Then the (j+1)st row of A˜ is already
in the correct form for step j + 1, and after that step, the other rows of A˜ are as
follows. For i ≤ j, the ith row is
(−1)j+1
[
A1 −
j∑
k=2
A{i}∪Ij+1(qk)
B{k}∪Ij+1(qk)
Ak
+
qj+1 − pj+1
pj+1 − pi
(
A1 −
j+1∑
k=2
AIj+1(qk)
B{k}∪Ij+2(qk)
Ak
)]
pj+1 − pi
qj+1 − pi
= (−1)j+1
[
A1 −
A{i}∪Ij+2(qj+1)
BIj+1(qj+1)
Aj+1
−
j∑
k=2
[
A{i}∪Ij+1(qk)
(qj+1 − pi)B{k}∪Ij+2(qk)
·
(
(pj+1 − pi)(qk − qj+1) + (qj+1 − pj+1)(qk − pi)
)
Ak
] ]
= (−1)j+1
[
A1 −
A{i}∪Ij+2(qj+1)
BIj+1(qj+1)
Aj+1
−
j∑
k=2
[
A{i}∪Ij+1(qk)
(qj+1 − pi)B{k}∪Ij+2(qk)
(qj+1 − pi)(qk − pj+1)Ak
]]
= (−1)j+1
[
A1 −
j+1∑
k=2
A{i}∪Ij+2(qk+1)
B{k+1}∪Ij+3(qk+1)
Ak
]
.
For j + 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 2, the ith row is
(−1)j
[(
A1 −
AIj+1(qi)
BIj+1(qi)
Ai −
j∑
k=2
AIj+1(qk)
(qk − qi)B{k}∪Ij+1(qk)
Ak
)
−
qj+1 − pj+1
qi − pj+1
(
A1 −
j+1∑
k=2
AIj+1(qk)
B{k}∪Ij+2(qk)
Ak
)]
qi − pj+1
qj+1 − qi
= (−1)j
[
−A1 +
AIj+2(qi)
BIj+2(qi)
Ai +
AIj+2(qj+1)
(qj+1 − qi)BIj+1(qj+1)
Aj+1
−
j∑
k=1
[
AIj+1(qk)
(qj+1 − qi)(qk − qi)B{k}∪Ij+2(qk)
·
(
(qj+1 − pj+1)(qk − qi)− (qi − pj+1)(qk − qj+1)
)
Ak
] ]
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= (−1)j+1
[
A1 −
AIj+2(qi)
BIj+2(qi)
Ai −
AIj+2(qj+1)
(qj+1 − qi)BIj+1(qj+1)
Aj+1
−
j∑
k=1
AIj+1(qk)
(qj+1 − qi)(qk − qi)B{k}∪Ij+2(qk)
(qj+1 − qi)(qk − pj+1)Ak
]
= (−1)j+1
[
A1 −
AIj+2(qi)
BIj+2(qi)
Ai −
AIj+2(qk)
(qk − pi)B{k}∪Ij+2(qk)
Ak
]
.
The claim follows by induction. 
After step n − 2 of the row reduction, multiply the matrix A˜ by (−1)n−2. By
Claim A.3, the ith row of the resulting matrix is
A1 −
n−2∑
k=2
Ai(qk)
Bk(qk)
Ak.
The jth entry of this row is
1−
n−2∑
k=2
Ai(qk)
Bk(qk)
1
qk − pj
when ℓ = 1 and
−
n−2∑
k=2
Ai(qk)
Bk(qk)
1
(qk − pj)ℓ
when ℓ > 1.
In either case, the result is equal to
1
(ℓ− 1)!
dℓ−1Qi
dzℓ−1
(pj)
by Remark 6.5.5, and we are done. 
Appendix B. Determinant Calculations
In this appendix, we prove Claim 7.2.8. For notational simplicity, we abbreviate
Eℓ,i = Eℓ(p1, . . . , p̂i, . . . , pn) and Eℓ,(i,j) = Eℓ(p1, . . . , p̂i, . . . , p̂j, . . . , pn). For com-
pactness of notation, we also abbreviate αi = αi,1. To reduce bookkeeping with
signs, we will instead compute the determinant∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 · · · 1
p1 · · · pn
p21 · · · p
2
n
...
. . .
...
pn−21 · · · p
n−2
n
α1Eℓ,1 · · · αnEℓ,n
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
,
which differs from our desired determinant by a factor of (−1)(
n
2).
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Lemma B.1. If n ≥ 4 and 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n− 1, we have
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 · · · 1
p1 · · · pn
p21 · · · p
2
n
...
. . .
...
pn−21 · · · p
n−2
n
Eℓ,1 · · · Eℓ,n
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
{
0, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n− 2
(−1)(
n−1
2 )∆, ℓ = n− 1
.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. Note that Eℓ,k − Eℓ,1 = (p1 − pk)Eℓ−1,(1,k)
for k ≥ 2, so that
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 · · · 1
p1 p2 · · · pn
p21 p
2
2 · · · p
2
n
...
...
. . .
...
pn−21 p
n−2
2 · · · p
n−2
n
Eℓ,1 Eℓ,2 · · · Eℓ,n
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 · · · 1
0 p2 − p1 · · · pn − p1
0 p2(p2 − p1) · · · pn(pn − p1)
...
...
. . .
...
0 pn−32 (p2 − p1) · · · p
n−3
n (pn − p1)
0 Eℓ,2 − Eℓ,1 · · · Eℓ,n − Eℓ,1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)nA1(p1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 · · · 1
p2 · · · pn
...
. . .
...
pn−32 · · · p
n−3
n
Eℓ−1,(1,2) · · · Eℓ−1,(1,n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.
Our base case is n = 4. When ℓ = 0 or 1, the result is immediate, as E0,i =
E0,(1,i) = 1 for all i. When ℓ = 2, we also see that
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
p2 p3 p4
Eℓ−1,(1,2) Eℓ−1,(1,3) Eℓ−1,(1,4)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
p2 p3 p4
p3 + p4 p2 + p4 p2 + p3
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.
Finally, when ℓ = 3, we see that
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
p2 p3 p4
Eℓ−1,(1,2) Eℓ−1,(1,3) Eℓ−1,(1,4)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
p2 p3 p4
p3p4 p2p4 p2p3
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = −(p2−p3)(p2−p4)(p3−p4),
and the result follows.
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Now assume the result for n − 1 and all ℓ = 0, . . . , n − 2. We prove it for n and
all ℓ = 0, . . . , n − 1. We have∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 · · · 1
p1 p2 · · · pn
p21 p
2
2 · · · p
2
n
...
...
. . .
...
pn−21 p
n−2
2 · · · p
n−2
n
Eℓ,1 Eℓ,2 · · · Eℓ,n
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)nA1(p1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 · · · 1
p2 · · · pn
...
. . .
...
pn−32 · · · p
n−3
n
Eℓ−1,(1,2) · · · Eℓ−1,(1,n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
{
0, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n− 2,
(−1)nA1(p1)(−1)
(n−22 )∆1, ℓ = n− 1
=
{
0, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n− 2,
(−1)(
n−1
2 )∆, ℓ = n− 1
by the induction hypothesis, and we are done. 
Proof of Claim 7.2.8. First, we prove the claim when 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n− 2. We proceed by
induction on ℓ, starting with ℓ = 0 and ℓ = 1. The case ℓ = n− 1 is done later as a
separate calculation. For the case ℓ = 0, note that (6.5.4) implies that
αk − α1 = (pk − p1)
αn−1 − αn
pn−1 − pn
,
for k = 1, . . . , n, which then implies that∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 · · · 1
p1 p2 · · · pn
p21 p
2
2 · · · p
2
n
...
...
. . .
...
pn−21 p
n−2
2 · · · p
n−2
n
α1 α2 · · · αn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 · · · 1
0 p2 − p1 · · · pn − p1
0 p2(p2 − p1) · · · pn(pn − p1)
...
...
. . .
...
0 pn−32 (p2 − p1) · · · p
n−3
n (pn − p1)
0 α2 − α1 · · · αn − α1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0
since, after expanding along the first column, the last row is a multiple of the first.
Now we treat the inductive step. Assume the result is true for ℓ− 1 ≤ n− 3. We
prove it for ℓ. First, note that
p1αk − pkα1 = (pk − p1)
pnαn−1 − pn−1αn
pn−1 − pn
by (6.5.4), so that
Eℓ,kαk − Eℓ,1α1 = Eℓ−1,(1,k)(p1αk − pkα1) + Eℓ,(1,2)(αk − α1)
= (pk − p1)
[
Eℓ−1,(1,k)
pnαn−1 − pn−1αn
pn−1 − pn
+Eℓ,(1,k)
αn−1 − αn
pn−1 − pn
]
.
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Hence,∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 · · · 1
p1 p2 · · · pn
p21 p
2
2 · · · p
2
n
...
...
. . .
...
pn−21 p
n−2
2 · · · p
n−2
n
Eℓ,1α1 Eℓ,2α2 · · · Eℓ,nαn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 · · · 1
0 p2 − p1 · · · pn − p1
0 p2(p2 − p1) · · · pn(pn − p1)
...
...
. . .
...
0 pn−32 (p2 − p1) · · · p
n−3
n (pn − p1)
0 Eℓ,2α2 − Eℓ,1α1 · · · Eℓ,nαn − Eℓ,1α1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n−1A1(p1)
pnαn−1 − pn−1αn
pn−1 − pn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 · · · 1
p2 · · · pn
...
. . .
...
pn−32 · · · p
n−3
n
Eℓ−1,(1,2) · · · Eℓ−1,(1,n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
+ (−1)n−1A1(p1)
αn−1 − αn
pn−1 − pn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 · · · 1
p2 · · · pn
...
. . .
...
pn−32 · · · p
n−3
n
Eℓ,(1,2) · · · Eℓ,(1,n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
When 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n− 3, both determinants vanish by Lemma B.1. When ℓ = n− 2,
Lemma B.1 tells us that the first determinant vanishes and that the second is
(−1)(
n−1
2 )−1
αn−1 − αn
pn−1 − pn
∆.
The result follows in this case.
We now prove the claim when ℓ = n− 1. In this case, we have
En−1,kαk − En−1,1α1 = (pk − p1)En−2,(1,k)
pnαn−1 − pn−1αn
pn−1 − pn
,
so, by Lemma B.1,∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 · · · 1
p1 p2 · · · pn
p21 p
2
2 · · · p
2
n
...
...
. . .
...
pn−21 p
n−2
2 · · · p
n−2
n
Eℓ,1α1 Eℓ,2α2 · · · Eℓ,nαn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 · · · 1
0 p2 − p1 · · · pn − p1
0 p2(p2 − p1) · · · pn(pn − p1)
...
...
. . .
...
0 pn−32 (p2 − p1) · · · p
n−3
n (pn − p1)
0 Eℓ,2α2 − Eℓ,1α1 · · · Eℓ,nαn − Eℓ,1α1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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= (−1)n−1A1(p1)
pnαn−1 − pn−1αn
pn−1 − pn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 · · · 1
p2 · · · pn
...
. . .
...
pn−32 · · · p
n−3
n
En−2,(1,2) · · · En−2,(1,n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n−1A1(p1)
pnαn−1 − pn−1αn
pn−1 − pn
(−1)(
n−2
2 )∆1
= (−1)(
n−1
2 )−1
pnαn−1 − pn−1αn
pn−1 − pn
∆.
As noted at the beginning of Appendix B, the determinant we computed differs from
the desired one by a factor of (−1)(
n
2), so we are done. 
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